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Series 30 Lowell Harrison

Subseries 2 WKU Research Notecards – I & J Topics

Description: Notecards created by Lowell Harrison while researching his book Western Kentucky University.
The cards transcribed below are for 39 topics beginning with I ranging from IBM to Ivan Wilson Fine Arts
Center and for 23 topics beginning with J ranging from Jackson, Carlton Luther 1933-2014 to Junior Status
Each topic may represent a single card or multiple cards. Some topics have been split into decades. Some
similar topics have been combined.
A card has a source, a title and a date above the red line. Links to digitized source materials have been added
in the database.
Additional information about the source may be included in the note section, such as name of correspondents,
dates of correspondence or page numbers of newspapers and books.
Harrison’s notes follow and occasionally a direct quote will be made indicated in quotation marks. Some of
Harrison’s writing is illegible. In these instances a word is indicated by ---.

The source above is the College Heights Herald, May 10, 1935
Topic is in the upper right hand corner – Junior Prom 1935
Harrison’s note:
1 [page number of CHH] Evening of May 24 at 8:45 p.m. , the 1st Junior Prom at Western will be held. Seniors
will be guests. Jrs. & srs. may bring dates from other classes, but their names must be submitted to social
committee before May 10. Entertainment for those who do not care to dance. Westerners willplay 8:45 –
11:45. Will introduction ‘a “program dance”’ that is new to this area. Will be a program of 20 sets, each set to
have 2 numbers.
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WKU - Notecards - IBM

1964

Kelly Thompson Papers: 19 - IBM 1964
IBM
Memo: Dero Downing, Acting Business Manager to Kelly Thompson, Jan. 2, 1964 - Business Office is now in process of converting ledger accounts from NCR to
IBM.

Computers
Business & finance

WKU - Notecards - Ice Storm

1974

College Heights Herald, Friday, 1/11/1974 - Ice Storm 1974 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3520
10-11 Ice storm hit last Thursday, Jan. 3. Did serious damage to 25% of trees on campus, destroyed 8-10. Tree surgeon will be brought in on contract to mark on
others. Campus was without power 4 hours. About 95% of WKU's power lines are underground. Some power in Bowling Green & Warren [County] is still not
restored. Over 5.52" of rain in last 3 days. Much street flooding.

Weather
Meteorology
Ice
Winter

WKU - Notecards - Ideals

1960

College Heights 28:1 August 1960 - Ideals
9 Three of Henry Cherry's important ideals, formulated as early as 1892.
"I. To be a live school and to impart to its students a burning zeal to do and to be something.
"II. To let the reputation of the school be sustained by real merit.
"III. To lead the student to understand that a broad and liberal education is essential to the highest degree of success in any endeavor of life . . . "
10 The college seal "contains two additional and integral ideals which the college fosters and emphasizes. One of these is the phrase 'Life More Life,' which is a
succinct way of expressing the ideal that education should increase the individual's power and desire to live a noble life. Above all, the motto of the college, 'The
Spirit Makes the Master,' expresses the critical ideal undergirding Western Kentucky State College. This motto challenges each Western student to realize his full
potential as an individual."
WKU - Notecards - Illiteracy

1900-1977

Includes cards: Illiterates

Literacy
Reading
Writing

Twelfth Census 1900: Population Part II - Illiterates 1900
(Washington: U.S. Census Office, 1902)
xcvii Based on ability of those 10 years & over to read and write in any language. % is probably higher, since each individual answered "yes" or "no" without any
check being made.
c In 1900 Kentucky's population: 1,589,685
Kentucky's illiterates 262,954, 16.5%
1890 - 21.6%
1880 - 29.9%
ci-cii year - males percent - females percent
1900 - 16.3 - 16.7
1890 - 20.6 - 22.7
1880 - 28.8 - 31.1
cv blacks 1900 - 40.1; 1890 - 55.9; 1880 - 70.4
xcv % of persons attending school in 3 age groups, 1900
Age Range - U.S. % - Kentucky %
5-9 - 48.1% - 38.2%
10-14 - 79.8% - 76.8%
15-20 - 26.8% - 30.7%
College Heights Herald, Dec. 13, 1977 - Illiteracy 1977 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5482
1 636 students are taking non-credit English 055. Dr. frank Steele: Illiteracy is very popular these days. It's a fad." Students who score 14 or under on ACT English
exam go to the classes which are limited to 15. Of 1975 class, 70% went on to pass English 101. Dean Robert Mounce: With the open admissions policy what it
is, there is no alternative to offering a remedial program." Dr. Walter Rutledge doesn't think it is worth the +/- $50,000 it costs.
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WKU - Notecards - Illness

1925-1926

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 9 - Illness 1925
General Correspondence 1925
Mattie McLean to Mrs. B. Parham, Hickman, March 4, 1925 - Assures her that her daughter is fine. To prevent condition from being serious (scarlet fever) girls have
been confined to Potter for a week. Faculty members are keeping them informed of assignments. The few cases we have had have all been light.

Sick persons
Smallpox
Diseases
Communicable diseases

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 10 - Illness 1926
General Correspondence 1926
Mattie McLean to J.O. Forman, Dundee, March 4, 1926 - Only a few boys have developed smallpox. Since your son was a roommate of one of them, health
officers has insisted upon a minimum quarantine. He & others have been placed in one of best houses on the campus, meals are sent in, etc. Best of care. He is
already back in classes now.
WKU - Notecards - Illnesses, Denied

1912

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 2 - Illnesses, Denied 1912
General Correspondence 1912
Henry Cherry to Dr. Lillian H. Smith, Bowling Green, Jan. 31, 1912 (She must be a state health officer) - Henry Cherry is upset because dispatches from Frankfort
to newspapers have said: "That every female student of the Western Kentucky State Normal School who had been examined by her was possessed of a hook
worm, was a bit of information given by Dr. Lillian Smith, State Bacteriologist, in the course of an examination of the affairs of the State Board of Health today."
Henry Cherry wants a statement from her to the contrary.

Sick persons
Hookworm disease
Rumor
Diseases

Lillian Smith to Henry Cherry, Jan. 31, 1912 - She was surprised at the story about hookworm at your school. "As I have not examined a single one of your
students, I do not understand how I was so misquoted."
WKU - Notecards - Impressions

1979

College Heights Herald, April 10, 1979 - Impressions 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3457
16 Team of visiting educators have been here from Winthrop State College, S.C. & Shippenburg (PA) State College. Some points that especially impressed them:
Beautiful campus, well kept
History department
Math & computer science
Conservative dorm policies
Students are much like theirs: "They're polite, honest, down to earth kind of people who accept ideas rather than challenge them."
Continuing education
College Heights Foundation
WKU - Notecards - Improvements

1922-1959

Includes cards: Improvements, Campus

Building construction

Normal Heights Oct. 1922 - Improvements 1922 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4070
2 New stage curtain - $1200 to replace the unsightly eye-sore, battle-scarred makeshift . . . "
Has a "magnificent moving picture screen."
Physics is offering a course in radio - thought to be first one at any college on this "world's newest phenomena." Regular radio concerts, augmented by lectures, will
be the vogue during the semester."
College Heights Herald, May 27, 1955 - Improvements, Campus 1955 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2908
3 Remodeling, re-doing, improvements all over campus, especially Van Meter Hall, Diddle's Dorm, Potter Hall, Home Economics Building. Better lighting. Over 100
dead trees removed. Planting going on. Sodding bare spots. General cleaning up all over campus.
College Heights Herald, Nov. 2, 1956 - Improvements 1956 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2938
1 $120,000 heating plant improvements nearly done. Contract has been awarded for improving water lines. Estimated final cost is $30,000. 7 new fire hydrants will
be added.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 9, 1959 - Improvements 1959 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4626
1 6 Cherryton houses moved to 17th Street & one to the dairy farm. All re-built.
Snell Hall has been completely remodeled.
Cedar House has become faculty house.
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Residence hall for women opened at 16th & Russellville Road.
4 Work starting on new dorm for men. Many minor improvements.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 21, 1960 - Improvements 1960 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4656
1 Much work being done all over campus. New entrance ramp is being built for west wing of Cherry Hall above dean's office. A fire escape also.
12 New dorm for men & new science building are underway.
WKU - Notecards - Inauguration

1980

College Heights Herald, April 22, 1980 - Inauguration 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5628
7 Says that as of yesterday afternoon there was still no speaker for Saturday's inauguration of Donald Zacharias. Dr. Randall Capps said 85 representatives from
other colleges, organizations, will form procession. Regents Chairman David Cole will preside. Readings, reception. Sylvia Kersenbaum recital last Sunday. Play.
Awards Banquet tonight. Other events.

Inaugurations

Thursday, April 24 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5627
1 Says Dr. Robert Jeffrey, dean of College of Communication at University of Texas will be the key speaker. Topic: "Change and Challenge." Raymond Barber,
state secretary of public instruction, will represent Governor John Y. Brown.
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, April 29 - Inauguration 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5626
1 Dr. Donald W. Zacharias was inaugurated WKU's 6th president on Saturday. Was 1st presidential inauguration in WKU's history. Estimated 800-900 people
attended in Diddle Arena, where it was held because of threat of rain. About 350 were faculty members.
7 J. David Cole as he invested Donald Zacharias. "The goal of this university - without exception, without compromise - is academic excellence. This board will
accept nothing else."
WKU - Notecards - Inbreeding

1977-1982

Dero Downing Papers: 9 - Inbreeding 1977
Memo: Paul Cook to Dero Downing, Feb. 4, 1977 - Study of 65 top administrators, --- department heads. 18 of them have 1 or more degrees from Western. Only
Rhea Lazarus & David Whitaker had their highest degrees from Western and Lazarus did his undergraduate work at William & Mary.
Dero Downing to David Cole, Feb. 4, 1977 - Has had Paul Cook do the study. "Frankly, some of the biggest disappointments we have experienced in the selection
of faculty and staff have come when some of our people have been too enamored with the degrees held and where they were earned." Interested in quality,
wherever it comes from.
"If there must be a choice between the two - I had rather have the person who has intelligence, loyalty, integrity, commitment, and the willingness to work than to
have a list of degrees as long as a country clothes line." Thinks Paul Cook's report shows no basis in fact.
Dero Downing Papers: 24 - Inbreeding 1977
Academic Preparation of Administrators
Paul Cook to Dero Downing 2/4/1977 - Here is the report on the academic preparation of administrations in top positions says inbreeding is usually considered
more serious in academic areas. Some of most prestigious school employ their graduates with some reservation(?): 1) top students, 2) not immediately after
graduate. But positions such as alumni director require knowledge of the school. A number of our people have come from elsewhere. All with a WKU degree have
at least 1 degree from elsewhere. Most of these have had experience in other schools. (Of the 65 people listed, there were 22 WKU degrees (both BA & MA) (18
people). But from University of Kentucky BA 6 MA 14 PhD 8 = 28 Supplementary list by J. David Cole, March 1977. Included coaches, lower ranking people. 36
people WKU BA 17, MA 12. University of Kentucky BA 2, MA 2 PhD 1
College Heights Herald, 10/21/1982 - Inbreeding 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/580
Says 26% of faculty held at least 1 degree from WKU. Dr. John Petersen pointed out that most who got a degree at WKU then got a higher degree elsewhere.
Vice President James Davis: "Western's policy on hiring is to attempt to hire the best-qualified person for any position that happens to be open. We certainly
wouldn't discriminate against a person just because he or she happened to go to school here."
WKU - Notecards - Income

1928-1982

Paul Garrett Papers: 7 - Income 1928-1943
Finances: Budget
Income from state, starting with 1934-35, it has been a definite appropriation rather than millage f---.
Year - Income - Capital outlay(?)
1928-29 - 456,333.40 - 250,000
1929-30 - 445,627.84 - 250,000
1930-31 - 525,344.44 - blank

Business & finance
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1931-32 - 395,799.41 - blank
1932-33 - 293,936.54 - blank
1933-34 - 253,433.97 - blank
1934-35 - 347,400 - blank
1935-36 - 347,400 - blank
1936-37 - 307,500 - 10,000
1937-38 - 307,500 - 10,000
1938-39 - 340,000 - 40,000
1939-40 - 340,000 - 40,000
1940-41 - 350,000 - 10,000
1941-42 - 350,000 - 10,000
1942-43 - 365,000 - blank

Update, Sept. 24, 1982 - Income 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/7025
President Donald Zacharias told Regents on August 28 that contributions to WKU in 1981-82 had more than doubled any previous year. Development Office
$271,448.33, College Heights Foundation $253,736.16, Hundred Club $238,751.44
WKU - Notecards - Industrial Arts

1920-1976

Includes cards: Industrial Arts Department
Henry Cherry Papers: 74 - Industrial Arts 1920
Reports to Regents
Report to Regents, Nov. 18, 1920 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1920/mtgs/3/
It (Manual Training Department) is being established in one of the barracks, both floors. But have asked Professor L.T. Smith not to begin serious instruction until
next term. He is devoting time to working out physical problems on the campus & getting his department ready.
Teacher College Heights, Dec. 1935 - Industrial Arts 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1964
26-34 Has information about Industrial Arts Departments. Has a number of pictures.
College Heights Herald, 5/16/1947 - Industrial Arts Department - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4549
Department was organized by L.T. Smith in 1921 (see next card) to meet need for teachers in this field. 1st housed in one of SATC buildings - 1 teacher 2 rooms.
New building about where PE building is - was constructed about 1924. Burned Jan. 2, 1927 (see next card). Classes in basement of Home Economics building.
New building occupied within a year of the fire.
L.T. Smith to Henry Cherry, April 2, 1928 - Presents preliminary plans for building that he thinks is needed.
A paper written for L.T. Smith in Spring 1952 (Harvey J. Dixon, "The History of Industrial Arts at Western") says that L.T. Smith started Industrial Arts in Sept. 1920
when he came to WKU to do that and to coach. Says replacement building was ready for the spring semester 1929. A 2nd teacher was added then. Says old one
burned Jan. 2, 1928.
College Heights Herald, May 21, 1948 - Industrial Arts 1948 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4564
8 L.T. Smith has developed one of the best programs in the South during the 28 years he has been here. 1st building was army barracks on site of Training School.
It was torn down in 1925 and rebuilt on site of present P.E. building. Fire destroyed it in 1927 [1928]. Legislature was in session & Henry Cherry got appropriation
for present building which was occupied in Feb. 1928 [1929]. Until recently, work was carried on in basement of Home Economics building. Present enrollment is
135. Has had outstanding record in turning out graduates.
Walter Nalbach Interview, Dec. 7, 1976 - Industrial Arts - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/882
4 Walter Nalbach: Well, in 1928 - yeah, 1928 - the old building burned down and the new, present building - Industrial Arts building - was built, completed in
January 1929.
Lowell Harrison: So it was there; it was a new building when you arrived.
WN: It was one of the finest buildings of its type in the United States at that time.
LH: Was it on the site where the other burned down?
WN: No.
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LH: Where was the old building located?
W.N. The old building was located where the present Helm Library is located.
L.H.: Oh, uh-huh. Where did you live when you came here in '29? There weren't - none of the dorms were for men, were they?
Walter Nalbach Interview, Dec. 7, 1976 - Industrial Arts - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/882
8 Lowell Harrison: Who were your major teachers in your other major - in Industrial Arts?
Walter Nalbach: L.T. Smith and Mr. [Carl] Barnes.
LH: Were they the entire department?
WN: They were the department, yes-sir.
LH: Did they have a very large enrollment? In addition to handling all the courses, did they have a lot of students as well?
WN: Well, Lowell, of course our curriculum offers were limited. We had - we had one degree program which led to a baccalaureate degree and if I remember
correctly there'd be about twelve to fifteen courses offered in the department at that time.
LH: Uh-huh.
WN: And by programming, most students could work their courses in. Sometimes you may have to - maybe had to - stay there an extra summer session to get
certain courses that were just offered once a year.
LH: Yes.
WN: But the department was small; offerings were rather limited in those days because the program was relatively new and not only to this university but also to
the state of Kentucky.
LH: Do you know if any other state schools were offering any such program at the time?
WN: Yes. Yes, Eastern had a similar program to ours, but they did not do too much in teacher training. Western's Industrial Arts department was one of the first
teacher training . . .
LH: to emphasize the preparation of . . .
WN: . . . teachers for Industrial Arts. And then of course Morehead had a program some years later - not much - and Murray didn't have any program at all until I
think about 1948.
Walter Nalbach Interview, Dec. 7, 1976 - Industrial Arts - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/882
35 Lowell Harrison: Did you find it difficult at all to be back as a full-time faculty member when only recently you had been a student here
Walter Nalbach: No sir, not a bit, because I grew up with the program. 'Cause when I came to Western, Mr. [L.T.] Smith had me do a lot of things that he would
have advanced students do. And after that freshman year, then I was pretty active in the department. In fact, they call these people now graduate student
assistants when really there wasn't such a term in our department or even on campus, so I assisted as a supervisor of instruction, unofficially - I was there. Mr.
Smith was a very busy man, not only in our department but also with the University-wide program and he was gone a lot - Frankfort you know. The President would
call upon him to attend certain meetings, so he couldn't attend to some of his classes so I would supervise class - provide them with materials and technical
assistance, you know, they need. So, I was pretty closely involved with the instructional program ever since '30. And the same thing happened in high school. I
worked for the Board of Education for 3 ½ years - we had a big production program going and I knew the faculty just like knowing you and they treated me as if I
didn't go as a high school kid. And that's the reason I felt so close to the school and our department because I was involved in every way, all the way through. And
that's how come I guess I got instant teaching because I loved it.
LH: Well, what were some of the changes that were made in your department after you came here in '35 What were some of the big changes as the years went
by?
WN: Well, of course our program expanded in course offerings, particularly. Since '35 - of course, we didn't have much beyond woodwork, drafting, a course in
architectural drawing, two methods courses, and sundry other courses like elementary design and advanced design. I suspect offhand that we had about maybe
fifteen courses offered in the department, 15-18 somewhere along there. We had a four-year degree program and it was a good one and solid. Changes then really
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start - and then of course later on of course we got the graduate program - '34, '33 - somewhere along there. I mean, our boys could take graduate work in
Education. But real changes really transpired after the war. Now we were doing something. We introduced metal work prior to that - prior to the war, we expanded
some in the metals area, we introduced the printing - graphic arts - then in the '30s early '30s, so there was progress made but the real impact came after the war.
LH: Had you been able to add more staff before the war? Or, was it - going into the '40s were you still essentially about a three man staff?
WN: About the same - three man staff. Uh-huh.
LH: What impact did the war have on you then, in the department?
WN: Well, tremendous, because nationally there was a great impetus of technical education and schools were setting up programs of Industrial Arts that they didn't
dream of putting in. There was a sudden demand for teachers of Industrial Arts. Then industry was clamoring for educated technicians - trained, but also educated
technicians. Many of these young men who returned from service were exposed to a lot of the technical background which opened new interests for them. Then,
equipment was available - surplus equipment which helped to expedite the expansion because all it cost the institution is just for the freight, really, so putting all the
pieces together, it was just the right time for expansion.
LH: What sort of impact did the war have on the campus as a whole, say from '42, '43, '44? I'm sure a drastically declined student body.
WN: Well, the - of course, following that, most of our people were GIs. They're older, more mature and we've been very fortunate on the whole. We've had some
very fine veterans on the campus. We've had some, you know, that wished they'd gone elsewhere. Many institutions had some problems, you know, but at Western
we've had some but not of any significance. I think the GIs gave the institution a little more maturity, if I may use that word. Stability, too, I think during that period of
time.
Walter Nalbach Interview, December 7, 1976 - Industrial Arts - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/882
43 WN: Uh-huh. Well, following World War II, we fortunately were able to get a lot of war surplus equipment - excuse me - which we were badly in need of.
LH: Did you have a place to put it?
WN: For awhile. And this is what made it possible when President [Kelly] Thompson asked Mr. L.T. Smith to organize a program - a maintenance program
campus-wise, and facilities for it.
LH: And as you said earlier, prior to that, that had all be in with the department.
WN: That's right. And prior to that time, all our maintenance was done such as was others done - plumbing, electrical work, and that - but carpentry work, Mr. Smith
supervised a lot of it - he gave overall supervision. And so after the physical plant was completed, they moved a little of the equipment, not much, there was not
much to move because the equipment that Mr. Smith bought served a dual purpose. One was to make equipment - all kinds of school equipment for the campus
here - desks, chairs, you name it - and then too, to be used for training, for training our boys. So certainly it served a dual purpose. So they moved out. That
provided additional space for us. I 've forgotten how many square feet - oh, I think something like 30-40% additional space. So that was fine.
LH: Now we're still talking about this original building?
WN: That is right - the original building. So, just about this time we were getting a lot of war surplus equipment so we had a place for it. And naturally then our
metals program expanded 'cause we didn't have but a very, very limited metals program; we've expanded - added - auto mechanics, picked up a lot of equipment
there; then, well, craft work too. So this filled out the space pretty well until about 1949-50-51-52 about - 55 we began to feel the pinch. We had some sophisticated
equipment which required greater power usage and power that was planned for our building was planned back there in 1929 and even with good projection was not
sufficient. Finally, we reached a point that we could not add another piece of equipment. We got the equipment but then we had to put it in storage because we
were not allowed to connect another piece of equipment. So we were reaching a critical stage of expansion.
LH: Yes. So what were you able to do?
WN: well, then, of course, from that we developed a number - we don't want to get into course work now at this time - but different programs, but then physically,
President Thompson was instrumental. He realized our need, our problem. The library was completed - the Margie Helm Library - and he gave us space, ground
floor space, and very nice facilities, and we planned that too, by the way - he gave us freedom to do that - and we located all our drafting and designing area for
that space so that released I don't know how many hundreds of thousands of square feet. And so by that time again we were closed in - we needed to expand - so
finally when Home Economics vacated their building they turned that building over to us. And then they turned that building over to us, then we were in a pinch
again; serious pinch, they provided space for us in the old training school gymnasium, you know, after they renovated the old training school, for our power
mechanics and electronics. So it's been kind of a step-up since.
LH: Well of course, right now with the old building finally being renovated, I had a feeling that it probably needed it after all these years.
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WN: It was one of the finest buildings in the United States - Industrial Arts buildings. Well-built, and it still is a well-designed building. And Mr. Smith had the
foresight - I think the anticipation of expansion -because all the partitions were what was called curtained walls - they could be removed, and you could rearrange,
so that is one reason why that building is so easy to renovate - just some outside work. So, it'll be a very fine building when they get through with it.
LH: Now, did - when did you become head of the department?
WN: '57.
LH: And you were head of the department from '57 until . . .
WN: '74, I believe. '73 - '73, 'cause I taught one year . . .
LH: Right. After . . .
WN: '73.
LH: Well, what were some of the major changes then that occurred during that period of time? Were you continuing to add courses, new programs?
WN: Well, with the expansion of facilities which - facilities and your program go hand in hand - this permitted us to expand coursework and curriculums. So, during
that period, really, our real expansion took place about - started in '62. And then we've added electronics, we expanded our metals technology, power mechanics all areas, the printing and graphic arts facilities, many courses and programs that we did not have. For instance, we only had one curriculum and that was a
four-year called an area of concentration. It was teacher-training oriented. A very good one - solid. It consisted of 52 hours of concentration in our area, plus your
general education requirements.
LH: Right.
WN: And many of our boys wanted that program but they didn't want to be teachers. But even though, they liked it so well they completed it and the industry would
take them just as well because industry was crying for a person of that type. So, finally as a result of that, we developed a program of industrial technology geared
for non-teaching people - four-year and two-year programs. Then about '65-'66 we embarked a new program which really surprised me because when I took over
the head of the department, naturally I set certain goals and qualifications in terms of our needs. In fact, I told Dean [Raymond] Cravens one time in our
consultation that how we're going to get to this third phase, I don't know, and that was preparing teachers and administrators for vocational education. And so that
came about when the Vocational Act of 1963 was passed and subsequent acts. A lot of money was available, there will be a big growth of vocational education
nationally, the people in Frankfort were so disturbed that where are we going to get the teachers because their problem has always been getting trained personnel
because they have to be trained-oriented. So the Director of Vocational Education Carl Whalen, me, Odie from Morehead, Mason Oakly - we met in Frankfort and
discussed this thing and they asked us for this program. And that was a unique program. And so, after about a year, year-and-a-half of work and trying to get these
programs passed through our committees because of all the times to ask a committee to approve something which was contrary to academic training - see - that is
getting credit for work experience. See? And ____ here, there or not. But anyway, so anyway, everybody was considerate.
LH: Did you have to do a lot of lobbying to get it done?
WN: Well, well, put it this way - educating.
LH: All right.
WN: And that's the reason it took a little longer because I had to contact people who were concerned and explain the program personally and run over them before
we went to committee work - you know how these things work - so they'd have an intelligent understanding. And then too, with Dean [Tate] Page being sympathetic
with that type of education and others, we were very, very fortunate - all the state universities - we got this thing through. It's really a fine program. We've got a
very, very find program here at Western.
LH: Well, you were obviously adding quite a bit of faculty then, weren't you, on in the '60s?
WN: Yes.
LH: The department grew to what, by the time by say '73 or '74?
WN: Well now, that - we had twelve full-time faculty members and I think three graduate student assistants and then we pulled in special people to conduct classes,
maybe in Owensboro or maybe evening classes in the University. You know the problems are there - faculty loans, et cetera. We have always been understaffed,
unfortunately, and which was not too good, but we've had a wonderful faculty and a hard-working group - dedicated to a job and as a result of that, you get the job
done, see?
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LH: Did you find that being head of the department encroached upon your own work, your own activities?
WN: Oh yes, there's no doubt about that, there's no question about that.
LH: When you first started as department head in '57, was there much provision made for release time, for example, to take care of your administrative duties . . .
WN: None whatsoever.
LH: . . . or did you just get - keep teaching the full load?
WN: No. The load and then some. I taught as many as 18-19-20 hours. But I was somewhat groomed for this. I think Mr. Smith had this in mind, I'm sure of that.
And when he had to be absent, I would pinch-hit for him. He had a semester, I think - maybe a year - leave of absence and I was acting head then, and so I kind of
grew up with these responsibilities which makes it a whole lot easier. You learn where to sluff off, you know, and you know how this thing goes. So it wasn't like a
new man because I've talked to two or three of my friends - in fact, one of them was interested in taking the job. He wouldn't have for anything because he was too
smart, I think, because administration and classroom teaching can get in conflict with each other.
LH: There are a lot of headaches involved in departmental administration.
WN: That is right. But I've enjoyed my work. I really did. I've had a fine group of people to work with.

WKU - Notecards - Industrial Arts Building

1929

Teachers College Heights, Jan. 1929 - Industrial Arts Building 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8455
1 Is to be ready for use by Jan. 28, 1929. "Most of the machinery for this new building will be new material, as practically all of the machines in our old building were
destroyed by fire last year."

Building construction

WKU - Notecards - Industrial Education

1969-1977

Evaluation Study - Industrial Education 1969
Self-study done in 1968 to assess the present program and estimate future needs.
5 From 1958 to 1968 fall enrollment averaged 11.9% annual growth
7 Predicts enrollment of 2,200 by 1980
9 Much more space is urgently needed
62 Feels that ". . . the present [graduate] program does not appear to measure up to current acceptable standards."

Curriculum

Readout, Department Newsletter, April 1975 - Industrial Education 1975 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1268
Since last issue of Readout the department has added 9 2-year associate degree programs. 27 new courses have been added. Department also has 1 year
certificate in Technical Illustration.
Readout, Department Newsletter, April 1977 - Industrial Education 1977 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1270
Says renovation of Industrial Education Building is nearing completion & classes will be held there in the fall.
WKU - Notecards - Industrial Education Annex

1982

Regents Minutes, June 26, 1982 - Industrial Education Annex 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1982/spcl/2
Donald Zacharias recommends that Industrial Education Annex Building be razed and a parking lot developed there. In 1974-76 $985,000 was appropriated for
renovation of Industrial Education Building, the Music Building and this Annex. Music Building was razed. Industrial Education was renovated, higher cost. Only
$147,500 left; estimated cost for Annex is over $600,000. No money allocated in 1982-84 budget. People in Frankfort want to close account. Joe Campbell
concerned over making parking lot of an attractive area. Passed unanimously.

Buildings
Parking lots

WKU - Notecards - Inflation

1974

Presidents: Council on Public Higher Education - Inflation 1974
1 Inflationary Impact on Budget
Memo: Henry Largen to Dero Downing, June 11, 1974 - "Inflation has taken a heavy toll on the new dollars that are available for educational programs and other
costs of University operations." Especially utilities.

Economics
Inflation
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[Item] - 1973-74 - 1974-75
Ton of coal - $15.80 - $22.00
Electricity - 560,000 - 690,000
Printing Fund - up 25% during the year.
WKU - Notecards - Inspirational

1916

Western Normal Letter, Feb. 1916 - Inspirational 1916 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/6889
1 "Normal Heights is a spiritual Florida." "There is a contagion on Normal Heights that flows from the rule of high ideals and from noble students and earnest
teachers."
Western Normal Letter, April 1916 - Inspirational 1916 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4050
2 "No one can be a pessimist and live on Normal Heights, where a great army of noble men and women are putting brains and conscience into an earnest effort to
prepare for a larger service in the Commonwealth."
WKU - Notecards - Institute, Science

1960

College Heights, 27:5 July 1960 - Institute, Science 1960
9 Announces National Science Foundation In-Service Institute, Sept. 10, 1960 to Jan. 26, 1961. Courses are Chemistry 401 (Dr. Ward Sumpter), Math 407 (Dr.
Allen Anderson)

Science

WKU - Notecards - Institutes

1916-1919

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 3 - Institutes 1916
General Correspondence 1916
Henry Cherry to M.A. Leiper, Peabody College, July 14, 1916 - Sees that Macon Leiper is to teach at Hopkins County Institute. "Do not fail to put every student
busy working for the Normal. Let us make the next year's attendance the greatest yet."
R.P. Green - Institutes 1919
36I [UA37/17]
R.P. Green to T.W. Vinson, Louisville, June 4, 1919 - (Robert Green is very --- in coordinating institutes.)
Owingsville July 7
Hardinsburg July 28
Greenville Aug. 4
Calhoun Aug. 11
Owensboro Aug. 18
Morgantown Aug. 25
Paoli, Ind. Sep. 1
Alexandria Sept. 8
WKU - Notecards - Institutional Planning

1975-1976

Regents Minutes, Oct. 25, 1975 - Institutional Planning 1975 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1975/mtgs/4/
Dr. J.T. Sandefur will chair a University Task Force on Institutional Planning. Will give systematic attention to long range, comprehensive planning. Will set up a
number of sub-committees. In accord with direction from Council on Public Higher Education. Hope to have it to you by July 1976.

Strategic planning

Dero Downing Papers - Institutional Planning 1976
Regents 1976
Dero Downing's talk at Fall Faculty Meeting 8/20/1976 - Last fall, appointed University Task Force on Institutional Planning to develop the Master Plan with its 3
components - Academic Plan, Facilities Plan, Financial Plan.
4 Regents have now approved it. Assures that research & public service will have more important roles.
5 Enrollment for next 4 years is expected to be stable with slight increase.
WKU - Notecards - Institutional Research
Information Notes - Institutional Research 1970
Office of President, Aug. 11, 1970
Mr. Curtis Logsdon, Department of Physics & Astronomy, was named Director of Institutional Research. (Many administrative changes are taking place at this
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period.)
WKU - Notecards - Instruction

1933-1934

Griffenhagen Report: 1933 - Instruction 1933
47 WKU spent $211,373 in 1932-33 for instruction - 58.5% of budget. This % is too low.
Average class sizes: Regular - Summer 1933
100s Freshman - Sophomore - 38.3 - 29.0
200s Sophomore - Juniors - 24.1 - 17.6
300s Seniors - 16.3 - 13.9
400s Graduates - 6.1 - 8.1
All - 30.5 - 16.5
(Seems surprised that classes are smaller at advanced levels.)
48 Says that number of small classes should be reduced.
Henry Cherry Papers: 73 - Instruction 1934
Reports to Cherry
12 page Improvement of Instruction in Western Teachers College." Dean Finley Grise - In part, reports on results of a department survey & the tries to inspire.
Some key points.
1928 - brief syllabi were required for all courses. 14 departments have done so; 2 have not.
5 departments are making some use of ability grouping
12 departments have formulated department objectives. Most departments are working to eliminate duplications in their courses.
Only 11 departments indicate that all work is at college level. Raises "a serious question relative to the validity of some of the work being offered in our college at
this time." If below college level, college credit shouldn't be given. In about ½ departments teachers handle tests without regard for rest of department. Says should
avoid use of only objective exams. 12 of 16 report some effort to achieve interdepartmental correlation. Only 5 are trying to correlate with the State Course of
Study. Disturbances mentioned most frequently: early dismissal of classes, lawn mowers, autos & trucks, noises around Post Office and Bookstore; students
rehearsing & using pianos in practice rooms; Training School children at recess; students in "spoonholder." Most important early dismissal of classes.
Use of library - appears excellent. Only 7 department heads know how their grades compare with other departments. Obvious that more uniformity is needed.
Causes for student failure:
1) Lack of effort
2) Lack of previous preparation
3) Lack of ability
4) Too many extra-curricular activities
5) Inability to read
6) Too many trips home
7) Too many roommates
Only 9 departments relate their work to that in the Training School. Less than ½ use Training School for demonstration & observation purposes. Little work being
done for improvement of instruction. "It should be pointed out also that very few articles dealing with classroom instruction and written by our faculty have appeared
in any of the educational magazines."
Only 11 departments feel that their numbers are keeping in touch with latest development in the field. If true, ". . . the situation is most discouraging. That any
instructor should not be well informed relative to the latest developments in his own field is inexcusable."
WKU - Notecards - Insurance

1936-1969

Includes cards: Insurance - Faculty
Henry Cherry Papers: 29 - Insurance 1936
Special Correspondence - Insurance
Henry Cherry to several insurance companies, June 30, 1936 - The Director of Finance this morning directed us to cancel all insurance on state property. Please
do so.

Insurance
Employee fringe benefits

Henry Cherry to Mrs. Emmitt Miller, Bremen, June 8, 1937 - Says 16 of 18 apartments are rented, including all the furnished ones.
Henry Cherry Papers: 29 - Insurance 1937
Special Correspondence - G
Orie P. Gruelle, Superintendent, Williamstown to Business Manager, WKU, Feb. 6, 1937 - Is writing theses on state insurance & noted small amount at WKU as
compared with Morehead State University & Murray State University. Would you explain?
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Henry Cherry to Orie Gruelle: Feb. 16, 1937 - Our book evaluation is $1,950,281.39. Our insurance is about 20%, since most of our buildings are fireproof with
"hardly a piece of wood in them."
Kelly Thompson Papers: 45 - Insurance: Faculty 1962
Insurance - Faculty
Memo: Kelly Thompson to 6 people - Asks them to serve on Faculty Insurance Committee with Dr. William Jenkins as chairman.
Memo: Charles L. Zettlemoyer to Kelly Thompson, Feb. 3, 1966 - Recommendations from Committee about life insurance as a fringe benefit. Costs to WKU would
range from $21,000 to $30,000 depending upon plan adopted.
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, April 7, 1967 - Recommends school pay for $2,500 life with member entitled to purchase amount equal to his annual
salary. The cost would be close to $14,000.
Memo: Dero Downing to faculty & staff, Oct. 20, 1967 - Went into effect Oct. 6, 1967.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 19 - Insurance 1965
Insurance
Memo: Kelly Thompson to Dr. William M. Jenkins, Chairman of Insurance Committee, Nov. 17, 1965 - Wants the committee to proceed with study of legality and
cost of non-contributing insurance plans that might be a major step in providing additional staff benefits. At this point, study should be fact-finding;
recommendations may come in future.
Regents Minutes, April 13, 1967 - Insurance: Faculty 1967 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1967/qtrly/5/
Recommends that WKU provide $2,500 insurance coverage. Member could purchase additional amount = to annual salary. Cost to WKU, $12,726. Accepted,
unanimously.
Regents Minutes, Feb. 15, 1969 - Insurance: Faculty 1969 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1969/qtrly/1
Kelly Thompson recommended increased coverage to $5,000 per person. Cost - additional $14,600.
Kelly Thompson Papers: 48 - Insurance 1969
President's Newsletter
President's "For Your Information," March 17, 1969 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1652
The $2,500 group life insurance coverage is being increased to $5,000 at no cost to employees.
WKU - Notecards - Integration

1955-1977

Thompson Papers:19 - Integration 1955
Integration
Irene Boyd, Russellville to "Dear Sir," Sept. 11, 1955 - Teacher in Logan County, applies for admission to Saturday classes. " I am a Negro American."

Integration
African Americans
Blacks

Kelly Thompson, Acting President to Miss Irene Boyd, Sept. 15, 1955 - Because of various circumstances, one of them that we have no permanent president,
Regents have decided not "to change long standing policies at this time." We are trying to work out problems. "In the meantime I solicit your patience and
understanding."
E.H. Canon, Registrar to Kelly Thompson, Sept. 7, 1955 - Mrs. Lillian Gumm is the Negro woman from Franklin who wanted to enter. In my phone conversations I
told her we were waiting for instructions from Attorney General, that it might be possible by 2nd semester. She said "that she understood the situation and that she
would cooperate with us by waiting."
Statement from Kelly Thompson, May 24, 1956. (Not addressed to anyone; may have been news release.) - "In compliance with the recommendations of the
Council on Public Higher Education and in conjunction with all other State colleges in Kentucky, Western will accept colored students for matriculation beginning
with the summer school, June 7.
"According to present indications 12 to 15 colored students, all in graduate work, will enroll for summer school."
Questionaire filled out for Commissioner on Civil Rights, Jan. 28, 1959 - Said that first Negro students were admitted in summer, 1956. They were graduate
students. Under list of present (1959) restrictions there were none for dorms, dining, campus social events * But: blacks could not use the college swimming pool.
Dorm assignments are made by student choice or preference & discretion of dorm directors.
Courier-Journal May 24, 1956 [May 25, 1956] - Integration 1956 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/gob1/6/
Kelly Thompson said WKU would be open to Negro students starting with summer session on June 7. Expects 12-15 graduate students to enroll. City
Superintendent L.C. Curry said city schools would probably integrate "right away." They had been waiting for WKU to take 1st step.
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College Heights Herald, May 25, 1956 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2920/.
12 President Kelly Thompson issued statement today that Negro students could enroll with start of summer term on June 7. Policy being followed by all state
schools to comply with recommendations of Council on Public Higher Education. Thompson said there had been several inquiries. He expects 12-15 graduate
students. He said WKU hopes to take the chane "in stride."
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, March 8, 1977 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5377
1 Blacks started at WKU in 1957, but 20 years later many people feel they are still segregated at WKU. West Hall has over ½ blacks, is considered to be the "black
girls' dorm." The Cellar (West Hall basement) is gathering place for black students. All 26 frats & sororities are all one race. Carl Williams, black senior: "They stay
separate because they want to be. It's comfortable. Both groups have their own little myths about each other." Some blacks experience "cultural shock." Some say
they have faced prejudiced teachers.
24 [Howard] Bailey: "The university through the eyes of the black student is a white man's world." Some white students say the university is biased toward the
blacks. Brad Ford, white sophomore: "They stay in their crowd, you stay in yours. It's the blacks' fault and it's ours too."
WKU - Notecards - Inter-Racial

1922

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 4 - Inter-Racial
General Correspondence 1922
Henry Cherry to James Bond, Director Inter-Racial Commission, Louisville, Oct. 2, 1922 - Suggests that he come to a faculty meeting some Monday afternoon and
talk about the possibility of WKU offering an inter-racial course.

African Americans
Blacks

Oct. 6 - Henry Cherry suggests Oct. 23, 1922.
Oct. 25 James Bond to Henry Cherry - Thanks him for the opportunity. Says that he found among the colored people of Bowling Green "a very fine spirit of
inter-racial good will and a desire to cooperate with the white people in every way possible to make of Bowling Green, a bigger and finer town . . . "
Visits like this "give courage and hope to the likes of the Negro race." Shows how we can get together without violating traditions "which much of your race regard
as vital. As you said at the close of my address, there is no desire on the part of anyone white or colored, for what we call 'social equality.' On the other hand, all
right thinking people, white and colored, must desire to see good will and the spirit of cooperation and mutual understanding prevail throughout the length and
breath [sic] of our common Southland, a land that is as dear to me as it is to any white man who lives in the South."
(Henry Cherry addresses him as "Mr." or "Dr.")
WKU - Notecards - Intercultural Studies

1969-1971

Regents Minutes 12/11/1969 - Intercultural Studies 1969 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1969/spcl/3/
Established Center for Intercultural Studies. Dr. Lynwood Montell, Coordinator & Assistant Dean of Potter College.

Curriculum

Western Alumnus, 40:2 Fall 1971 - Intercultural Studies 1971 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2338
30 Article by Lynwood Montell - Center for Intercultural Studies established in 1969. Crosses departmental lines. Afro-American Studies. American Studies - getting
underway. Folk Culture Studies. Latin American Studies.
WKU - Notecards - International Club

1932

College Heights Herald, Nov. 18, 1932 - International Club 1932 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2309
1 International Club organized November 10 with Dr. J.H. Poteet as sponsor.

Student organizations
Clubs

WKU - Notecards - International Education

1965-1982

Includes cards:
International Program
International Programs
Regents Minutes, March 22, 1965 - International Program - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1965/qtrly/2
Approves establishment of "Summer Quarter in Mexico" program with University of the Americas.
Regents Minutes, 4/26/1972 [April 19]- International Program 1972 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1972/mtg/1
Approved Western Kentucky in France program. WKU has been invited to provide technical assistance to universities in Peru, Chile, Colombia. Interamerican Bank
for Development. No cost to WKU.
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Informational Notes (President) - International Education 1972
April 28, 1972 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/1595
Regents met April 19, 1972. WKU has been invited to act in consulting role (Interamerican Bank for Development) for: National University of Trujillo, Peru; Austral
University, Chile; Industrial University of Santander, Colombia . Board approved cooperative exchange program with the University of Paul Valery, Montpellier,
France.
Dero Downing Papers: 21 - International Education 1976
International Education Program
Memo: Interim VP James L. Davis to Dero Downing, Aug. 24, 1976 - Has discussed(?) organization of international education activities with Dr. Paul Corts, Dr.
Raymond Cravens & others. Suggests programs should report to Dr. Paul Corts in office of Vice President for Academic Affairs. For 1976-77 Dr. Edmund Hegen
should coordinate all international education activities & assist with routine administration. He would report to Dr. Paul Corts. Each program officer will be
responsible for routine administration of his area. Would propose moving Latin American Studies and Asian Studies from the Center for Intercultural & Folk Studies
to the International Instructional area.
Memo: Paul Cook to Dero Downing, Sept. 7, 1976 - Has studied the James Davis memo. Organization seems sound; Paul Corts interested "and will probably be
effective in this role." Paul Hatcher was named coordinator of International Education by the Regents. This has not been ---. Doesn't think Latin American & Asian
Studies should be moved to Vice President for Academic Affairs. "All instructional programs should remain in a departmental/college setting."
Costs are too high for number of students.
Edmund Hegen 75% reduced time $20,625
Paul Hatcher 50% reduced time 13,248
Petersen 25% reduced time 4,206
Robert Wurster 23% reduced time 3,544
[total] $41,623
Memo: Dero Downing to James Davis Sept. 10, 1983 - He uses Paul Cook's objections almost word for word.
Vice President Raymond Cravens had submitted plan for reorganization & more funds.
Memo: Dero Downing to Dean Raymond Cravens, Aug. 11, 1976 - As he has stated to him earlier clarification is needed for programs, ---, projects. "Until this has
been done, I am at a loss to understand the relationships, organizational structure, budget requirements and other important factors necessary for effective
planning." Is asking James Davis & Paul Corts to give consideration to these matters.
Self Study Report of International Programs - International Programs
Study completed 12/23/1982
1973 - Established office of coordinator of international education
1976 - federal grant to establish Center for Latin American Studies. Director of International Projects was appointed.
1977 - half-time international student advisor was appointed.
1978 - this position became full-time.
1977 - coordinator of international education returned to full time teaching. Chairman of Regents appointed ad hoc Committee on International Education. New
position created: Dean of Public Service and International Programs & university committee on international education was formed.
1980 - Administration was shifted to Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs; Dean of Public Service & International Programs and the Director of
International Projects returned to full-time teaching.
4 President Donald Zacharias appointed International Education Committee in August 1982.
Two area studies programs are --- Latin American Studies, 21 hours, 6 departments. Asian Studies 21 hours. Lack of faculty in several areas(?)
Study Abroad Program
1) Western in France 1972 +/- 10 per year
2) British Studies 1973 +/-80 (since 1978)
3) Kentucky Institute for European Studies cooperative 1976 WKU 30 in 1982
Center for Latin American Studies 1976
Funding has been cut in past 2 years.
Regents Minutes, April 26, 1980 - International Education 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1980/mtgs/2/
Move International Education Programs to office of Vice President for Academic Affairs. Eliminate the Office of Public Service and International Programs. (Isn't this
Raymond Cravens?) (Under Personal clips: Raymond Cravens reassigned from Dean of Public Service & International Programs to teaching; from 12 months to 9;
salary of $30,115.)
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Regents Minutes, Aug. 28, 1982 - International Education 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1982/mtgs/4
The International Education Committee of the Board met on July 21. Asked President Donald Zacharias to appoint an International Education Committee within the
school to examine the programs and present a policy for the Board. Donald Zacharias appointed it Aug. 24. Will be chaired by Dr. Kenneth Cann. In 1982 spring
semester GPA for international students was 2.52; for overall study body 2.57.
WKU - Notecards - International Students

1975-1982

Regents Minutes July 26, 1975 - International Students 1975 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1975/mtgs/3/
Created Office of International Student Affairs with Dr. Paul Hatcher as Director.

International students

Self Study: SIII Educational Programs - International Students
25 Year - Number Enrolled - Number Countries - Graduate - Undergraduate
1978 - 226 - 50 - 54 - 172
1979 - 252 - 42 - 33 - 219
1980 - 288 - 42 - 25 - 263
1981 - 310 - 44 - 22 - 288
1982 - 250 - 46 - 24 - 226
WKU - Notecards - Internships in Administration Program

1980

Regents Minutes, March 1, 1980 - Internships in Administration Program 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1980/spcl/1/
Purpose: 1) Identify people with high potential for administration work in higher education, 2) help fulfill WKU's commitment to give opportunities for minorities &
women. Expects to select 4 for 1980-81 - one in president's office, one in each vice president's office.
WKU - Notecards - Intramurals

1935-1984

Includes cards:
Intramurals Dropped
Intramurals Needed

Sports
Clubs
Football
Basketball
Recreation
Leisure
Volleyball
Games

College Heights Herald, Oct. 11, 1935 - Intramurals 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3744
1 Coach "Gander" Terry is planning extensive program of intramural sports this fall. Teams may be formed from counties or various clubs. Wants to give every
student a chance to participate.
College Heights Herald, Dec. 6, 1940 - Intramurals Needed 1940 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3833
2 Editorial: Intramurals are especially necessary(?) in a teachers' college. Says Harry Saddler was unknown until he came out for intramural basketball.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 3, 1941 - Intramurals 1941 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3853
10 Mr. Ted Hornback has been put in charge of the intramural program that will operate in a number of sports (7-8) the year round.
College Heights Herald, Nov. 5, 1943 - Intramurals Dropped 1943 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4501
10 Ted Hornback announced that intramurals will be dropped for the duration of the war.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 25, 1946 - Intramurals 1946 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4543
Frank Griffin is pushing hard with organization. Intramural Council met Oct. 15 to plan programs for the semester. Frank Griffin: "This is a sports program by the
students, and for the students, and they shall have complete voice in it by means of their representatives." Planned in 13 different sports. Both men and women.
College Heights Herald, Dec. 9, 1960 - Intramurals 1960 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4641
13 Says Frank Griffin started intramurals in 1946, has directed them ever since. Started with basketball & touch football, now has 15. No financing 1st few years,
so he bought an old time popcorn machine & sold popcorn in physical education building to raise funds. In recent years more has been budgeted.
6 Says over 1,000 now participating.
Dero Downing Papers: 55 - Intramurals 1976
Intramural Committee
Memo: Dero Downing to John Minton, J.T. Sandefur, John Oldham, Burch Oglesby, Charles Keown, June 2, 1976 - Special committee to consider intramurals,
student recreation & to make recommendations.
Memo: John Minton to Dero Downing, Sept. 15, 1976 - Forward the report. After changes, Dero Downing approved it on Oct. 7, 1976 & told John Minton to put it
into effect.
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College Heights Herald, 1/13/1983 - Intramurals 1983 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/532
Frank Griffin started them on his own in 1946 - the 1st state school program in the state. "I wasn't asked to do it and I wasn't pushed. No one cared if we ran it or
not." Now about 7,500 are involved. He sees urgent need for athletic facility. Now 73 activities, running 7 days a week. Says WKU was 1st school to open facilities
at night. Sold popcorn to raise money. 20 years ago Kelly Thompson gave it $100.
College Heights Herald, 8/28/1984 - Intramurals 1984 Fall - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5685
Sport - Men's Activities - women Activities
Flag Football - yes - yes
Bowling - yes - no
Golf - yes - no
Tennis - yes - Tennis (doubles)
Horseshoes - yes (singles) - no
Badminton - yes (singles) - yes (doubles)
Table Tennis - yes (singles) - yes (doubles)
Racquetball - yes (singles) - yes (doubles)
Volleyball - yes - no
Swimming - yes - yes
Turkey Trot - yes - x
Archery - no - yes
Basketball - no - yes
College Heights Herald, 11/1/1984 - Intramurals - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5687
Article on Frank Griffin. Says he retired last month as director of intramurals. Frank Griffin came to WKU in 1936 - football, track, boxer. Came out of Navy in 1946
& started coaching. Says he was given $100 to start the program. He bought a popcorn machine & began selling popcorn at games. Says AP picked up the story.
Says that this was 1st intramural program in US. (Almost certainly not true.) First ones: Football & basketball for men. Basketball & volleyball for women. About
300 played 1st year. 1984 - 24 sports; 2,500 students. Took some time before E.A. Diddle would let them use the gym. Says Kelly Thompson recommended a
budget for the program in 1955. 1984 budget = $168,778.
WKU - Notecards - Investigated

1913-1954

Includes cards:
Expansion, Investigation into Need
Investigation of Institutes of Higher Learning

Investigation

Henry Cherry Scrapbooks - Investigated 1913(?)
Clippings 1912-1914
Owensboro Messenger (n.d.) "The one state institution that has come clean in all the probing that has been in progress at Frankfort is the Western Normal, located
at Bowling Green." Cites close ties of Owensboro & Daviess County to WKU. Especially should credit go to President Henry Cherry. Glad that our people who have
been going there in large numbers "having been going to an institution that is above censure, whose dormitories and hallways are not littered with cigarette stubs,
whose professors are not getting extra pay for extra jobs and where they have, we hope, never inhaled the poisoned atmosphere of a barbarous hazing."
" . . . his professional teachers put in nearly twice the hours of labor, draw one-third as much money instruct more students per teacher, for pay, and show much
better deportment in their students than some other state institutions."
Henry Cherry Scrapbooks - Investigated 1914
1913-23
Clipping from Courier-Journal, Feb. 19, 1914 - Long article about excellent reception WKU & Henry Cherry received on Feb. 18 when he and J. Whit Potter were
questioned. --- Committee decided conditions at WKU were so good that it would be waste of time to continue ---. Committee made several comparisons favorable
to WKU over cost of instruction, hours taught, etc. when WKU was compared with University of Kentucky. Average students per teacher: Eastern Kentucky
University 18.3; University of Kentucky 10.3; WKU 30.1 Committee praised WKU highly.
Senate Journal, Jan. 3, 1950 - Investigation of Institutes of Higher Learning 1950
56 Senate Resolution 7 - A Joint Resolution of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, authorizing the appointment of a Joint Committee of the
House and Senate to investigate all conditions, past or existing, financial or otherwise, of all Higher Institutes of Learning receiving state aid; empowering such
committee with authority to employ a reporter for the taking of such hearings, and to subpoena witnesses, books, papers, and all records and documents of any
said Institutions, or any other person, partnership, or corporation of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, which may relate to said investigation; empowering the said
Committee to employ Certified Public Accountants to make audits and investigations; to have assigned to it a member of the Attorney General's staff as the law
member of said Committee, and providing for an appropriation to cover the expense thereof. Offered by Sen. Myers.
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325 Jan. 12 SR7 The Chief Clerk of the Senate announced that the Committee on Committees had referred the Resolution to Committee on Kentucky Statutes No.
2.
House Jounral, Feb. 2, 1954 - Expansion, Investigation into Need 1954
779 HR30 A Joint Resolution providing for an investigation, study and survey by the Legislative Research Commission of existing facilities for state supported
higher education, of needed expansion of present facilities, and of desirable institution of state-supported higher education programs in those areas of the
Commonwealth not immediately adjacent to counties in which the University and state colleges are located. Introduced by Mr. Dressman ordered to be printed and
referred.
WKU - Notecards - Investments

1964

Kelly Thompson Papers: 13 - Investments 1964
Dean of Business Affairs
Memo: Dero Downing, Dean of Business Affairs to Kelly Thompson, March 11, 1964 - Re: Consolidated Educational Buildings Funds, recommends:
1) Revenue Fund Invest $280,000 in 90 day US Treasury Notes.
2) Debt Service Reserve Funds (Series A & B) About $38,298; invest in 1 year U.S. Treasury Bills
3) Debt Service Reserve Fund. Re-invest for 1 year; $68,859 & $21,199.
4) Reinvest in 90 day Bills - $595,070

Business & finance

WKU - Notecards - Iran

1978

College Heights Herald, Tuesday, Sept. 19, 1978 - Iran 1978 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3401
1 Seven Iranian students marched Saturday in anti-Shah demonstration in Louisville. Two said that the Shah brings people together - but they are against him.
They wore masks to conceal their identity.
WKU - Notecards - Iranians

1979

College Heights Herald, Tuesday, Nov. 13, 1979 - Iranians 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5584
1 US immigration officials will be here Monday to see if WKU's 60 Iranian students are here legally.
4 Editorial Urges restraint in dealing with Iran students here. 3 students before Cherry Hall Sunday night had anti-Iranian banners. College Heights Herald refused
to call ad calling for all Iranian students to be sent home. "Iranian students here are not to blame, just as Americans in the U.S. Embassy are innocent of any wrong
doing."

International students
Islam

Nov. 20 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5582
9 A "Pro-America" rally Thursday on east patio of student center attracted about 200. Some protested the protest, but it was largely anti-Iran. 1 speaker had t-shirt,
"Nuke Iran."
WKU - Notecards - Issues

1916-1971

Henry Cherry Papers: Box 2 - Issues 1916
General Correspondence 1916
Henry Cherry to J.B. McFerran, March 18, 1916 - Says woman suffrage & state-wide prohibition are the most vexing questions. He has been severely criticized by
trying to keep them from being discussed in the institution. Has not entered into positive campaigns for them & has been accused of being owned by the liquor
interests. "The organizations that push these movements are relentless in their efforts and frequently embarrass institutions."
Hard to keep students from debating such issues in their societies. Most of students are for state prohibition & at least ½ for woman suffrage "and if I should prohibit
a discussion of the questions I might lose my grip upon the institution and upon them." Thinks both issues are with us to stay.

Prohibition
Suffrage
Women's suffrage
Vietnam War, 1961-1975
Protest movements
Demonstrations
Political activity

Faculty Senate Newsletter I, 2 (1978) - Issues 1970s - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/univ_senate/comm/communications/1
James L. Davis, "The Importance of Planned Change." In 1960s, rapid growth. "There was time for little else during the annual rush to recruit new faculty, expand
programs, find more classroom space, plead for library and equipment funds, and construct buildings to accommodate the ever increasing flow of new students.
"Suddenly, in the early 1970s, universities faced a completely different world. Enrollments fell off and the part-time student emerged in surprising numbers along
with a new breed of older students looking for new educational services. The problems of recruiting faculty became the problem of entrenchment. Collective
bargaining surfaced on some campuses. The baccalaureate degree was no longer a guaranteed ticket for employment, and the accusing finger was pointed at the
campus. To the problems of utilizing excess space were added an overnight energy shortage. Then, along came inflation compounded by legislative insistence that
budget be trimmed."
One thing is certain: "There is more to come." What will the change be? How can they be met?
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, April 20, 1971 - Issues 1971 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4800
1 Poll was made of 402 WKU students. On "single most important issue facing America today."
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War in Southeast Asia 38%
Environment 22
Overpopulation 14
Crime 9
War in Middle East 5
Racial conflict 4
Nuclear disarmament 3
Women's rights 1
Other 4
Which statements reflect your view on campus situation?
Students concerned, dialogue not demonstrations is the answer 47%
Most students are satisfied 25
Dialogue broken down, vigorous peaceful protest needed 23
Must destroy corrupt system 4
U.S. system of government
8 Not perfect but must work with it 86
Revolution to overhaul it 10
Fine as it is 4
Your political view
Moderate 44
Liberal 29
Conservative 13
Radical 4 ½
Ultra Conservative 1 ½
Undecided 8
Major cause of campus unrest lies within unresolved conflicts in our national life: Agree 65% Disagree 35%
Major cause lies in the deterioration of respect for authority on part of youths in America Agree 45% Disagree 55%
Major cause failure of college to meet or respond to educational needs of students Agree 52% Disagree 48%
WKU - Notecards - Italian Garden

1929

Teachers College Heights Aug. 1929 - Italian Garden 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8467
5 Thanks to generosity of Mr. C. Perry Snell, an "Italian Garden" will soon be located near Snell Hall.

Gardens
Landscape.

College Heights Herald, Nov. 1929 - Italian Garden 1929 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2270
1 The Italian garden is nearing completion on the Ogden campus. East of Snell Hall, about 50' square. Gift of Mr. Perry Snell. Is to be extended later on south slope
of the campus.
WKU - Notecards - Iva Scott Club

1925

Teachers College Heights, June 1925 - Iva Scott Club 1925 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8432
3 Organized during 1924-25. Iva Scott was the founder of the Home Economics department.

Clubs
Student organizations

WKU - Notecards - Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center

1973

Includes cards:
Fine Arts Building
Ivan Wilson Center

Building construction
Building dedications

College Heights Herald, Tuesday, Sept. 11, 1973 - Ivan Wilson Center 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3493
8 Says IWFAC may be named "the labyrinth on the hill." Has theatre, exhibit gallery, music recital hall, music rehearsal room, 41 classrooms, 85 offices, 30
office-studies. And is very confusing. Some of signs are incorrect. Room 129 is missing.
College Heights Herald, Friday, Oct. 12, 1973 - Fine Arts Building - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3501
5 Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center will be dedicated - special series of programs, including Cincinnati Ballet, Van Cliburn, The Beggar's Opera, etc.
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8 Formal dedication will be at 10 am Saturday Oct. 13, 1973 in outdoor theatre.
Courier-Journal, Sun. Oct. 14, 1973 - Fine Arts Center 1973
Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts was dedicated yesterday. $4,000,000 over 1,000 present - not the Wilsons.
Western Alumnus 43:2 Winter 1973-74 - Ivan Wilson Center 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8842
16-17 The Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts was dedicated Saturday morning, Oct. 13, 1973. Theatre named for Russell Miller.
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WKU - Notecards - Jackson, Carlton Luther, 1933-2014

1962

Kelly Thompson Papers: 17 - Jackson, Carlton
Dept. of History
Carlton Jackson to Cohron Motor Company(?) Aug. 22, 1962. Complains because your maintenance department would not take 20 minutes to solve a gear
problem on the foreign car of a Bowling Green visitor. "I shall never come to your place of business again and I shall never hesitate to give my friends my opinions
of you." (on WKU stationery)

Complaining

Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Aug. 30, 1962 - At your request had conference with Dr. Jackson. Will be happy to give you oral report. Attached is letter,
Carlton Jackson to Kelly Thompson, Aug. 30, 1962. Apologizes if he caused college or Kelly Thompson any embarrassment. Will pay for the college stationery if
you wish. Both sides expressed themselves. Hopes the matter is now closed.
Clipping from Bowling Green Daily News, March 9, 1965 - Carlton Jackson letter. Critical of people who are protesting against the showing of some certain movies
in Bowling Green.
WKU - Notecards - Jackson, Henry

1967

College Heights Herald, Feb. 16, 1967 - Jackson, Henry 1967 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4712
9 In Southeastern Indoor Track & Field Championship last Saturday WKU took surprising --- 3. Freshman Henry Jackson high jumped 6'10" ( meet & school
record); jumped 23'2" for 4th place; ran on sprint relay team.

Track athletics
African Americans
Blacks

March 9, 1967 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4709
11 Article on him. He is from Long Island, NY.
Athletics (WKU)
WKU - Notecards - Jaggers, Craddock Hurley, 1889-1962

1938-1971

Includes cards: Jaggers Dies

Teachers

Paul Garrett Papers: 5 - Jaggers, C.H. 1938
C.H. Jaggers
C.H. Jaggers, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette, May 29, 1938 to Paul Garrett - Has been in touch with Mr. W.L. Matthews about his resignation & is
interested in the position. ". . . I think that such a position holds the greatest opportunity in America today for leadership and pioneering in education, and I believe
that I am qualified both in training and experience to handle such a responsibility . . ." Also, likes idea of returning to Kentucky, although he is happy there.
"P.S. I should have this typed, but I cannot afford to let my secretary know that I am considering another position."
C.H. Jaggers to Paul Garrett, June 18, 1938 - Trip by rail coach would cost $30.15 + meals etc. so it would be too expensive --- WKU can pay or it would greatly
enhance my chance for the position. He is head of Department of Psychology. Sees curriculum revision as next major education movement in Kentucky & thinks he
could make WKU a leader in the state. "If I have an outstanding quality, it is my ability to get along with people - adults and children . . . I would rather be Director of
the Training School than to have any other position at Western."
Paul Garrett to C.H. Jaggers, July 12, 1938 - (They must have met in New Orleans). Delighted to have him come. Will put him on payroll as soon as possible.
Gordon Wilson called this morning to express his personal pleasure in the appointment.
C.H. Jaggers to Paul Garrett, July 11, 1938 - Thanks him for appointment. Anticipates being there. Needs to get on payroll as soon as he can after resigning there.
Paul Garrett Papers: 1 - Jaggers, C.H. 1938
Hi-Hy - I 1937-1940
Paul Garrett to Supt. Porter H. Hopkins, Somerset, July 13, 1938 - He has selected Dr. C.H. Jaggers as director of the Training School.
Paul Garrett to Supt. J.L. Lair, Pineville, July 14, 1938, L 1937-40 - Says C.H. Jaggers had been Superintendent at Franklin until a year ago when he became head
of Department of Psychology at Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette.
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College Heights Herald, Friday, Aug. 5, 1938 - Jaggers, C.H. 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3795
1 Dr. C.H. Jaggers, Superintendent of Schools at Franklin, will succeed W.L. Matthews as Director of the Training School. Last year, he has been head of
Psychology Department at Southwestern Louisiana Institute. Mr. W.L. Matthews had been at Frankfort prior to C.H. Jaggers. W.L. Matthews has resigned to
become executive with Bowling Green Business University. C.H. Jaggers grew up in Hart County. Did 2 years at Western, then earned BS, MA & PhD from George
Peabody. Taught at several high schools, and briefly at East Texas Teachers College and Peabody College.
College Heights Herald, Oct. 7, 1938 - Jaggers, C.H. 1938 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3803
1 Dr. C.H. Jaggers has replaced W.L. Matthews as director of the Training School. Dr. Jaggers was head of department of psychology at Southwestern Louisiana
Institute. 2 of his children are WKU graduates.
College Heights Herald, April 18, 1962 - Jaggers Dies 1962 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2173
1 Dr. C.H. Jaggers, 72, died April 3 at his home at Cabell Drive. He retired in 1960 but had remained active.
Program, "Open House" Jones-Jaggers Laboratory School, Nov. 14, 1971 - Jaggers, C.H.
Craddock H. Jaggers (1890-1962), born in Hart County. Director of Training School 1938-1946. Head of Department of Psychology 1946-1960 when he retired.
Total of 51 years in education.
WKU - Notecards - Japanese Student

1942-1944

Includes card: Japanese

World War II, 1939-1945

College Heights Herald, Jan. 16, 1942 - Japanese Student 1942 - WKU - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4436
4 Reprints article from Park City Daily News (nd) James Oshiro is WKU sophomore. Parents are Japanese who live in japan, but he is an American citizen since he
was born in Hawaii. Majoring in history. 5'2", 115 lb. 28 years old. Says that he is ready to fight to preserve the American way of life. He believes the US and her
allies will win, that it will be a long, hard war. A WKU graduate who taught in Hawaii recommended that he come to WKU to study. He joined First Baptist Church
Sunday night of Pearl Harbor. (Born in Hawaii, lived there 1 year. Then in Japan for 16. Then to Hawaii for 9 years before coming to U.S.) James Oshiro predicts
that bombing of Japanese cities would have a demoralizing effect on Japan's war effort. Said U.S. must be sure to keep Japan from getting to the essential raw
materials in Dutch East Indies. Says Japan was pushed into the war by a small group of army leaders. He rooms at 1270 Kentucky Street with Mrs. E.L. Meredith.
Paul Garrett Papers: 3 - Japanese Student 1942
Ca-Ch 1941-46
Paul Garrett to Senator A.B. Chandler, Jan. 20, 1942 - James Oshiro was born in Hawaii, but his parents are now in Japan. Enrolled here in Sept. 1940. Some of
support is a brother-in-law who is a Japanese national & runs store in Honolulu. James hasn't heard from him since war started. Any way we can find out if funds
are still available?
Paul Garrett Papers: 4 - Japanese 1943
1941-46 T (& 1947-1949)
H.W. Tribble, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, to Paul Garrett, June 29, 1943 - Is there a possibility of getting a Japanese American student
admitted there? Part of effort to get people out of the Relocation Centers. Could you take a few? Costs?
Paul Garrett to H.W. Tribble, July 2, 1943 - Has one Japanese-American student now. "The only adverse incident was when some drunk went to the Baptist Church
one day just after the news of the Japanese execution of American airmen with the announced intention of killing a Jap. My students and members of the Army Air
Corps have been uniformly courteous and considerate. The boy is living in my house which of course tends to give him additional protection.
"My judgment is that the admission of additional Japanese students would be misunderstood by some people and that the hurt to the college would perhaps
outweigh the benefit to the individual . . . the welfare of the college is my chief consideration."
Paul Garrett Papers: 3 - Japanese Student 1944-1946
1941-46 O
Paul Garrett to James Oshiro, New York City, Jan. 8, 1944 - Chatty. Enjoyed having you in our home, hopes he will come again.
James Oshiro to Paul Garrett, Jan. 20, 1944 - Is waiting to eat. Columbia University has admitted him as unclassified student as WKU is not fully approved.
Enjoyed the year + that he spent at your house. "I shall never forget it."
Paul Garrett to James Oshiro, Jan. 29, 1944 - Can't understand why Columbia University questioned our standing; is having Dean Finley Grise write them. Perhaps
because you didn't quite have B average. Sending a copy of College Heights Herald.
James Oshiro to Paul Garrett, Feb. 7, 1944, Minneapolis - Left New York hurriedly. Came here (Minneapolis) and enrolled in Bible School. Expects to work soon.
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Paul Garrett to James Oshiro, Feb. 21, 1944 - Wishes him well there. Finley Grise heard from Columbia University. They admit all students to graduate school on
probationary basis. Family news. "The house continues to grow dirtier in your absence."
March 12, 1944 James Oshiro to Paul Garrett - Is happy here. Can go downtown freely, & over 1,000 Hawaiian boys are at Camp Savage. Some are ones he
knows.
James Oshiro to Paul Garrett, May 30, 1944, Minneapolis - Can't come to service ---. General news. Will work to earn money this summer.
Paul Garrett to James Oshiro, June 10, 1944 - General news.
Paul Garrett to James Oshiro, Honolulu, Dec. 27, 1946 - General. Thanks for Christmas card.
James Oshiro, 1270 Kentucky Street, Bowling Green to Paul Garrett, Dec. 30, 1941. Appreciation to Paul Garrett, faculty, students for their kindness, especially,
"since the outbreak of this horrible war." In chapel you asked people to be nice to me, and "I have been able to persue [sic] my education without fear and worry
since then . . . "
"It breaks my little heart even to think of this horrible war between two nations." Issue 99% of Japanese-Americans are absolutely loyal to U.S. and willing to fight
for her. He lived in Japan 16 years, loves it very much, parents & friends are there, "however, I will not hesitate to give all what I have to Uncle Sam if she needs it
and I will be satisfied doing so and I am sure that God will forgive me having fought against my parents' country."
Paul Garrett to Col. Perry M. Smoot, Honolulu, Jan. 4, 1943 - Local Selective Service Board suggested I send you enclosed questionnaire for James T. Oshiro. He
has been enrolled here since Sept. 1940. After some difficulty following Pearl Harbor, he established contact with & has been able to secure some funds from
brother-in-law in Honolulu. He is presently living in my house & has job as clearer & house boy to help him continue his education.
Paul Garrett "To Whom It May Concern," Dec. 15, 1943 - James Oshiro, U.S. citizen, will complete requirements for degree on Dec. 16, 1943. "His conduct has
been such as to merit my confidence."
WKU - Notecards - Javelin Death

1935

College Heights Herald, April 26, 1935 - Javelin Death 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3740
1 Julius C. Justice, Bowling Green, candidate for freshman track team was killed at 4:40 Monday p.m. when struck by javelin hurled by Clayton Hood. He was
walking across football field when hit near heart. Classes dismissed Tuesday p.m. for funeral.

Death
Accidents
Javelin throwing

WKU - Notecards - Jefferson County

1966

College Heights Herald, Jan. 19, 1967 - Jefferson County 1966 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4713
2 In fall 1966 Jefferson County had 1,548 students enrolled at WKU. Warren County had 1,298.

Students

WKU - Notecards - Jeffries, Ella, 1872-1953

1942-1953

Includes cards:
Jeffries Dies
Jeffries Retires

Teachers
Death

College Heights Herald, Oct. 2, 1942 - Jeffries Retires 1942 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4463
2 Miss Ella Jeffries, head of Geography Department for 20 years, retired effective Sept. 1, 1942. Attended Southern Normal & University of Kentucky. Started
teaching at WKU in 1912.
College Heights Herald, Jan. 16, 1953 - Jeffries Dies 1953 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2859
1 Miss Ella Jeffries died Jan. 2, 1953 at a nursing home following a long illness. Aged 80. She taught at Training School 1913-1920, then came to the college. Head
of geography 1920 to 1942 when she retired.
WKU - Notecards - Jenkins, William Marshall, Jr., 1918-2002

1977-1986

Dero Downing Papers: 11 - Jenkins, William 1977
College of Business & Public Affairs
Memo: R.J. Oppitz to college faculty, 4/29/1977 - At tomorrow's meeting, Regents will have request from Dean William Jenkins to be reassigned to full-time in
Government department. President Dero Downing will soon appoint a screening committee. He (William Jenkins) regrets he couldn't tell you on a more personal
basis, but he had emergency surgery at Greenview Hospital last Tuesday.

Reminiscing
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Daily News, 4/29/1977 - Jenkins, William 1977
Is report that William Jenkins has requested to be reassigned from dean to full time teaching. Dero Downing will make recommendations to regents on Saturday,
will not discuss it now.
Daily News, 5/1/1977 - William Jenkins was reassigned to full-time teaching in Government Department.
Regents Minutes, April 30, 1977 - Jenkins, William 1977 - WKU - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1977/mtgs/2/
Dr. William M. Jenkins, Jr., resigns as Dean of Bowling Green College of Business and Public Affairs, effective Aug. 15, 1977. Will return to Department of
Government. Salary will be $24,588.
William Jenkins Interview, 2/11/1986 - Jenkins, William
Had no intention of going into administration. Wanted to do some writing. But in summer 1961 he had lunch with Kelly Thompson & Raymond Cravens. William
Jenkins wondered what he was doing wrong. Wanted to establish new department - Business & Government. Wanted him to head it. William Jenkins hadn't taught
business for many years because of --- understanding with Bowling Green Business University. Says in 1928+ Bowling Green Business University used some of
William Jenkins' general arts courses (? Wasn't this in 1950s?). Potential in field was great - a rich resource. William Jenkins accepted. Jenkins got office in old
Ogden. 10 courses, 4 teachers and some part-time. Got H. Thomason for Political Science. Got several more people. Wasps in Ogden were a hazard.
Department grew rapidly. College of Commerce had --- --- in trying to become a 4 year college. WKU began to have impact upon them. Had financial troubles. In
1962, Jenkins & others began to meet - P. Page, Houston Griffin, Murray Hill Jr., Top Orendorf (---) Lewie Harmon. Thinks that Kelly Thompson probably knew
about it. Would sneak into Houston Griffin's house late at night. Discussed "merger." Came to head in May 1962, or late April. Committee then approached Kelly
Thompson with idea. Accepted, had to be kept secret until announced. WKU picked up some salaries. WKU agree to take on some of faculty - not all. Is sure Lewie
Harmon wanted to become dean. Jenkins moved downtown to take over during the transition. Some students were upset by the change. (Students at Bowling
Green Business University were ---). (Talks about some of people they took as faculty.)
At WKU, Economics was added to Jenkins. Then Sociology. (William Jenkins: strong, comp--- departments aren't good for education). Spring 1963 - began to
explore organization possibilities. Jenkins recommended establishing several departments. Saturday, June 18, 1963 - fire at Bowling Green Business University.
Jenkins was at home, rushed there. Student saved most of office machines - even Jenkins waste paper baskets. Had to get students out of the building. G--- the
typewriters etc. Met Sunday morning at 9 in Kelly Thompson's office - back in operation Monday morning. Put classes in 7 offices all over the campus. Didn't miss
a class. Maintenance department did great job.
Began to plan Grise Hall. 1964-(?) Jenkins was made dean; Graduate College was created at same time.
2/13/1986
(Praises type of school Bowling Green Business University was). Discipline; responsibility; competence - the points they stressed. Bowling Green Business
University had a good national reputation. Goes into considerable detail about the life of the school. Then discusses a number of the faculty members who came to
WKU. Nina Hammer. James Meany, Rachael Allen. Others. J.C. Holland (said there were only 2 grades - A or F. An accountant either was right or wrong.) Lewie
Harmon - brilliant but mixed up personal life. Rapid growth. Had to seek faculty with the low salaries. Might get people --- for a place to --- out; young people
waiting on doctorates; the incompetent. F-recruitment. Had several departments.
Story of his wild Australian faculty member. Good credentials. Tal (6'6") Italian high shoes(?), striking figure. Strong language. "Bruce" was 1st name. Charmed
Sarah Thomson - thinks he kissed her hand. That night, danced on bar at Holiday Inn. Matters got worse. Brilliant in class, fine writer. Month later - at frat party, he
offered to service the ladies after partially unrobing. Kelly Thompson had Jenkins in next Monday. William Jenkins had to see him. "Sir, you must understand that
when you hire a genius, you must expect some eccentricities." William Jenkins had to see Kelly Thompson nearly every Monday morning. Apartment on Park
Street (a conservative area) Saturday nights, he disrobed as he came up the street. Printers' Alley in Nashville with some IBM people. Bruce came back somewhat
battered; he had pinched waitress on nipple who slashed him with a beer bottle. William Jenkins: typical week. Bruce got sick (gout?) & that slowed him down.
Jenkins - needed him so desperately that we keep him on as long as we could. (He'd had some sort of problem at Michigan State.)
(Discusses other cases. Can't always trust credentials. One man who owned a printing press had over 200 publications. Prague University graduate - was using
someone else's name. Jenkins found out day before he was to come for interview. Offered him so little he cancelled the interview. Gamble in taking people who
are starting 1st job. Many saw WKU as a way station while completing dissertation. Discusses some examples of poor chairs(?). Best to phone, not just write. Did
get in some really fine people.
WKU - Notecards - Jobs
State Normal Bulletin, Aug. 1907 - Jobs 1907 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2077
36 President recently received 9 calls in one day for trained teachers. Three were for principals; they paid $60 to $100 per month. 3 were for primary teachers. "It is
not difficult to see that every graduate of the State Normal will be needed for a permanent position at a good salary. In fact, the demand will be very much greater
than the supply."
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WKU - Notecards - Johnson, Hugh

1984

William Buckman (3/27/1984) - Johnson, Hugh
Was an excellent math teacher. Was a good --- William Buckman understands. Also thinks very highly of Dr. Henry Yarbrough.

Teachers

WKU - Notecards - Johnson, Lowe G. 1892-1932

1932

College Heights Herald, Jan. 28, 1933 - Johnson, L. Dies 1932 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3701/
1 Mr. Lowe G. Johnson, History, died of penumonia on Dec. 30, 1932 at his home in Proctor Court after illness of 3 weeks. He was director of Training School for 2
years, then member of History Department for 5 years. Graduated WKU 1924; MA from Peabody 1931.

Teachers
Death

WKU - Notecards - Jones, Lee Francis, 1885-1970

1930-1970

Includes cards:
Jones, Lee Death
Jones, Lee Francis Dies

Biography

Henry Cherry Papers: 15 - Jones, Lee F. 1930
General Correspondence 1930
Henry Cherry to Dr. Lee Francis Jones, University of Wisconsin, May 16, 1930 - In accord with our conversation Henry Cherry offer $3800 for 12 months. Rank will
be professor (1st time rank has ever been mentioned.) Plans to make you head of Education Department. Present this letter at end of 1st month and draw salary.
Gordon Wilson Diaries, Jan. 7, 1970 - Jones, Lee F.
Just heard on radio of Dr. Jones' death. One of the most widely read, most cultured men I've ever known. "Not more than five such men have been around here in
my day; N.O. Taff would be one of them. We have had some brainy men, an astonishing number of them for a place so small as we used to be. However, the really
broadly-educated ones were rather rare."
Few appreciated Taff: "He was almost afraid of his shadow; I have known few men who so rarely spoke out." Lee Francis Jones engaged more in issues & fights.
Never complete loyalty among the people in his department, although there wasn't too much open evidence. Enjoyed their casual talks after 1937 when their
offices were just across the hall. "There was always something relatively sad about the man, a sadness that I never fully understood; . . . " We were in different
social groups and clubs - ours was a professional friendship.
College Heights Herald, Friday, Jan. 9, 1970 - Jones, L.F. Dies 1970 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4930
8 Dr. Lee Francis Jones died Tuesday at City-County Hospital. Was head of department of Education from 1931 until 1958 when he retired.
Western Alumnus 38:4 Summer 1970 - Jones, Lee F. Death 1970 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8858
16 Lee Francis Jones. Died in Bowling Green Jan. 7, 1970. At WKU 1930-1958. Worked to secure equalization fund in education. Native of Wisconsin. Illinois State
Normal; University of Washington; PhD. University of Wisconsin.
Program "Open House" Jones-Jaggers Laboratory School, Nov. 14, 1971 - Jones, Lee F.
Lee Francis Jones (1886-1970) Came to WKU in 1930 became head of Department of Education in 1931. Retired in 1958.
WKU - Notecards - Jones, Tom

1980

Regents Minutes, Jan. 26, 1980 - Jones, Tom 1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1980/mtgs/1/
Michael Herreld read part of article in College Heights Herald, 1/22/1980 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5618
Quoting Chair of Congress of Senate Faculty Leaders in Kentucky (Tom Jones). "Ultimately, university presidents are more interested in construction than in faculty
salaries. Their Regents want to come and see an elaborate campus - not demonstrations for higher faculty salaries." Michael Herreld: "I think that anyone who has
been a candid observer of this board and this president would have to find that an irresponsible, if not almost an insulting, statement. Quality of the program is what
this board and this university are interested in, and I think to let that sort of a statement out is damaging to all of us as we attempt to move forward." John Cole
agreed.
William Buckman: compare state appropriations for construction & salaries over past 20 years, and priority has been placed on construction. Hopes progress can
now be made elsewhere.
Faculty Senate 36/1 Box 2 - Jones, Tom
Newsletters
On May 8, 1980 Senate IV Convened. Tom Jones turned chair over to newly elected Don Bailey. Tom Jones talks later in meeting about COSFL (Congress of
Senate Faculty Leaders). State meeting at WKU on July 12, 1980.
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WKU - Notecards - Jones-Jaggers School

1981

Regents Minutes, May 8, 1981 - Jones-Jaggers School 1981 (Executive Committee)
In view of financial situation, Donald Zacharias recommends that the instructional program be discontinued. The Warren County Schools may want to lease it. One
or two other groups may also be interested. Donald Zacharias said savings would be $109,851 + rental. Decided to adjourn until May 16 to allow time for more
study & proposals.

Schools

May 16, 1981 - Proposals have been received from
1) Warren County Board of Education
2) Parents of Jones-Jaggers students
3) CONCERN - a community group
Each group had a spokesman there. William Bivin - legal problem about leasing to non-public body. Motion to lease to Warren County ($65,000) passed 3-1 (John
Cole). To go to full Board.
May 23, 1981 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1981/mtgs/3 Accepted the plans 7-1 (John Cole)
College Heights Herald, 8/25/1981 - Jones-Jaggers School 1981 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/2402
17 WKU expects to save about $109,000 by leasing Jones-Jaggers to the crowded county school system. Lease can be renewed on year to year basis. Rent will
vary according to price index. WKU hadn't used it for practice teaching for sometime.
WKU - Notecards - Jonesville

1957-1977

Includes Jonesville Project Cards

African Americans
Blacks
Real estate development
Real property

Regents Minutes, May 7, 1957 - Jonesville, 1957 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1957/mtg/2/
Kelly Thompson says that [there] are 5 privately owned parcels of land on east side of Russellville Road that interfere with expansion. They are near 16th street,
north & south. Board attorney's negotiations or, if necessary, condemnation procedures.
Aug. 9, 1957 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1957/mtg/1/
WKU had employed law firm. County Court appointed committee of 3 which assessed the property at $52,305. Suit will be heard in September term of court.
April 5, 1958 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1958/mtg/1/
The condemnation proceedings had been "carried out quietly and with a spirit of good will with all parties concerned . . . " Houses had been removed.
Kelly Thompson Papers:39 - Jonesville 1957+
Condemnation of Property
Robert M. Coleman, Attorney for Board of Regents, WKSC, to Mrs. Ida Belle Johnson, Mr. Will Taylor, Mr. Harry Taylor, Mrs. Ellen Taylor Alexander, Mrs. Lennie
Cox, July 6, 1957 - Each of you has refused to consider selling your property to the college. College wants to be fair to you "and would much prefer to purchase it
privately." But regents have authorized start of condemnation proceedings. This is your final opportunity to contact President Thompson or this office before suits
are filed.
Letter of Jan. 3, 1958 from Kelly Thompson to 3 people. - Properties were purchased by WKU on Sept. 19, 1957; property was to be vacated by Nov. 15. If you
haven't done so, please do so at once.
Robert Coleman to Kelly Thompson, July 22, 1957 - The condemnation suits have been filed.
Robert Coleman to Kelly Thompson, Aug. 1, 1957 - Copy of the Report of the Commission & the awards(?). Prices are for higher than 2 Commssioners see the
chief(?) value for commercial development. He will file exceptions as drafted if you approve. Expects defendants to do the same with a jury trial taking place in
County Court.
But Joint Motion, Sept. 6, 1957 withdrew the exceptions for both parties and accepts the commissioners' report.
Other condemnation proceedings in Nov. 1960 & Dec. (4 pieces of property).
Kelly Thompson to Judge Robert M. Coleman, Dec. 5, 1960 - Lists the 5 pieces of property purchased in 1997 at average cost of $125.04 per front foot. Since
then, across the street, WKU has purchased from Sandy K. Poole and wife, a 75 x 334 lot for $9,453.00. Later, purchased at Court sale from Ellen Alexander and
Henrietta Taylor, lot 94 x 334 for $12,000.
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Regents Minutes, Dec. 13, 1960 - Jonesville 1960 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1960/qtrly/3/
Proposed purchase of 7 parcels of land on west side of Russellville Road. Will try to negotiate first; get condemned if necessary.
Kelly Thompson Papers:52 - Jonesville
Urban Renewal
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3781
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3783
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3784
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3785
Bowling Green Daily News, 11/14/1961 - Yesterday's meeting. State & federal officials discussed urban renewal with city officials & civic leaders. Area 2 is down by
the river. Area 1 is about 60 acres between Russellville Road & L&N railroad, from Dogwood Drive to Sumpter Avenue, extended. About 70% of residences are
classed substandard. When cleared, land would be taken over by WKSC. The 65 householders would be offered opportunity to relocate in other established areas.
Also, discussion of overpass to replace underpass on US68.
Memo: Georgia Bates to Kelly Thompson, March 18, 1962 - (after she, Dero Downing & Owen Lawson attended 1st general(?) meeting of Urban Renewal
Commission on March 14).
Jonesville Project = 35.96 acres
Estimated costs:
Planning 39,626
Administration 63,000
Property Costs 336,017
Property Improvements 289,500
[total] $901,411
Bowling Green Daily News, July 18, 1962 - Federal funds totaling nearly $2,000,000 have been earmarked for Bowling Green. For Jonesville project: $45,000 for
survey & planning and $630,000 for the project. Survey will take 9 months to year. Expected that displaced families will be relocated in other parts of the city.
Bowling Green Daily News, Aug. 25, 1963 - Approval expected soon for Jonesville Renewal Project. 34.7 acres. All buildings will be cleared except an electric
substation. WKU is expected to gain(?) --- of the entire area. Owners will qualify for special government loans ($200 closing costs, low interest 40 years) to
purchase other property. Up to $10,500. Bit behind schedule which calls for land purchase to be completed by Feb. 1, 1965; re-location completed by April 1,
1965; site clearance completed by June 1, 1965.
Bowling Green Daily News, 9/10/1963 - Approval of Part I of Jonesville Project received today.
Bowling Green Daily News, Oct. 2, 1963 - Rev. J.H. Taylor protests: "We cannot and will not accept such a plan." Must call in NAACP, CORE, Southern Christian
Leadership. And go into the federal courts.
Billy S. Smith, report on Urban Renewal Hearing at McNeill School, Sept. 24, 1963. - About 125 present, mostly from Jonesville. Dr. E.T. Buford, Principal of High
Street High School, presided. He spoke in favor of the program(?), commented that he was disturbed by the "gobbling up of property by the College, piece by
piece." Mr. Blewitt was 1st "Rev. Taylor's comments were very disturbing to the Commission." 3-4 others from Jonesville spoke against it.
Bowling Green Daily News, 12/3/1963 - General Council gave approval last night to the Jonesville project.
Bowling Green Daily News, March 12, 1964 - Committee for Protection of Property Rights is preparing petition to protest urban renewal projects. A spokesman
said: "We believe property owners should do their own house clearing without [being] subject to dictatorship of a socialistic federal Urban Renewal."
Form letter from Rev. J.H. Taylor, March 9, 1964 - Name to be filled in. Asks people to vote against order. "We have no objection to selling our property to the State
for the college, if the college need [sic] the property. But we want to deal directly with the State, and not have the urban renewal as a middle man, to take some of
the prophet [sic] that should be ours. The State has bought property from us before, and have had no trouble at all in buying this property, and they will have no
trouble in the future, if we can deal directly with them.
"We have twelve widows in our community, drawing a small Secias [sic] security check, that is two [sic] small for them to get a loan to help them rebuild, under the
urban renewal they would not get enough to buy another home, so they would be put out doors."
Bowling Green Daily News, 3/17/1964 - General Council inacted(?) the program last night after 2 hours of discussion before crowd of about 250. 2 councilmen & 1
alderman voted no. (Affirmative vote not given.)
Kelly Thompson to Charles Cherches, Executive Director, Bowling Green Urban Renewal and Community Development Agency, March 14, 1964 - He lists 16
parcels of real estate that WKU had purchased between 1957 and 1961. (WKU claims credit for these purchases on the Jonesville project.)
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Memo: Dero Downing, Dean of Business Affairs to Kelly Thompson, Dec. 14, 1964 - Had phone conversation this morning with Mr. Charlie Cherches. Of 66
parcels of land in Jonesville project, 15 have been purchased with options taken on 12 more. "He has indicated that a hard core of resistance had been met and
that they were rapidly approaching the point where the remaining acquisitions would have to come through a special negotiator and possible court action."
Memo: Dero Downing to Kelly Thompson, Jan. 19, 1965 - The Urban Renewal Commission is going to start condemnation proceedings on 4-5 parcels. "I told them
that if in their opinion this was the best course of action, we were in full agreement." But WKU would not become "actively engaged" in land acquisition.
Rev. J.H. Taylor to Kelly Thompson, March 3, 1966 - Congratulates him on what he has accomplished as president. "I was working for some of the Instructors
when you was appointed President, and I knew some of the opposition against you." Says he had opposed the urban renewal program. "But I told my Church and
my people, if and when the City voted it in as a law we would respect it. For I believe in respecting the law, if it seems against me, if it is the law I will respect and
obey it. So I told my church and my people this, and when it was voted in we quit fighting, and I have fought no more." But we can't move our church as one might
a home. We can get loans to rebuild homes, but we can't get one for the church. Our people can't take on that additional burden.
In letter of Oct. 27, 1964 Urban Renewal offered us $21,750 for the church. We couldn't buy a lot for that amount. Architect from Southern Baptist Board said
building alone would cost $90,000 & grounds. Asks Kelly Thompson to use his influence to get Urban Renewal to pay them what it will cost.
Kelly Thompson to Rev. J.H. Taylor, March 8, 1966 - Thanks for his kind remarks. "You folks have been my personal friends and you have been a friend to
Western." But: "I would not presume to advise you on the sale of Church property; however, you and your members are in the best position to determine what
course will best achieve your future plans for it."
Rev. J.H. Taylor to Owen Lawson, Feb. 3, 1967 - Thanks him, Mr. Downing & staff "for the wonderful place you provided for our worship services." Well attended.
"My people love the quiet atmosphere of the building for the service, and the convenience there." We'll need about 30 chairs each Sunday. "If you will have
someone to show us where to get them from my men will get them and put them back after service."
Kelly Thompson Papers:46 - Jonesville 1961
Land Purchases
List of land purchases made on the Russellville Road. There were 16, dating from Sept. 1957 to Dec. 1961. Total price of $166,108.00. Front feet - 1,183. Average
per foot ranged from $96.43 to $162.33 (most of them had houses, etc.)
Regents Minutes, Dec. 7, 1963 - Jonesville Project 1963 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1963/qtrly/1/
Agreement between WKU and the Urban Renewal and Community Development Agency of the City of Bowling Green.
City accepted the Redevelopment Plan, Dec. 2, 1963. WKU has deposited $9,587.50, which would be 5% of the purchase price ($191,750). Agency will clear the
land & make it ready for development. Development will begin within 6 months & be completed within 2 ½ years. Accepted, unanimously.
Kelly Thompson Papers:13 - Jonesville 1964
City of Bowling Green
Record of Hearing, Committee of Warren County Planning & Zoning Commission, Sat. Feb. 15, 1964, 11:00 AM - Proposed Development Plan for WKU. Kelly
Thompson discussed "dire need" for more space. Will need lab school; new stadium; combined Agri-Demonstration Building. Only area suitable is Jonesville Urban
Renewal Project area. Student housing needed. Trade School & tennis courts will be removed. Rev. J.H. Taylor wanted to know how long before this project would
be executed? Purchases would begin at once. Mr. M.M. Blewitt - plans were "premature," college wouldn't grow that much. WKU needed to remove some of its
own "junky buildings." Said Urban Renewal wasn't needed in Jonesville, that only purpose was "negro removal." Would take Supreme Court directive to make him
obey. Kelly Thompson denies this. Dean of Admissions, Dr. J.T. Gilbert, Owen Lawson testified.
College Heights Herald, Feb. 19, 1964 - Jonesville 1964 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4652
1 Kelly Thompson announced expansion plans last week. WKU to acquire 33 Jonesville acres for $200,000. West of Russellville Road, south of Arena. WKU will
build a football stadium, tennis courts, baseball field. Also planned: student housing that may include fraternities, high school for teacher training, classroom
building, agriculture community center.
Dero Downing - WKU will reach 10,000 by 1970
Dr. J.T. Gilbert (Regent): possible that WKU will become university "and that would take a lot of room."
Planning & Zoning Commission will make recommendation to City Council before development plan can be submitted to U.S. government.
March 4 [1964] - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4672
4 Cartoon on WKU's expansion. (might use). Editorial "The proposal to purchase the 33 acre Jonesville urban-renewal area must become a reality. If Western is to
continue to grow, possibility to university status, the additional area will be sorely needed."
College Heights Herald, Wednesday, March 18, 1964 - Jonesville 1964 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4660
1 Plans went forward Monday evening, March 16 at controversial session of Bowling Green General Council. More than 300 people crowded the Circuit Court
room. Council passed ordinances declaring the area blighted and approving WKU's development plan. First passed 10-2 on 2nd reading. Second passed
unanimously on 1st reading. Kelly Thompson told how WKU had tripled in students since 1955. Said growth of college depended upon its ability to provide
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facilities. "The future of this area depends on passage of urban renewal." Kelly Thompson said it had been under consideration for 2 years. He was surprised by
sudden opposition. WKU & Jonesville had been good friends & nothing would be done that wasn't fair to the residents.
Norman Lewis, head of urban renewal committee, denied that WKU was a "greedy, big, bad, burgler [sic] man . . . "
Charles Cherches, executive director of urban renewal, said 78% of houses in Jonesville were blighted, 25% had no indoor plumbing.
Opposition from Aaron Overfelt, attorney for the Committee for the Protection of Property Rights; Rev. J.H. Taylor; M.M. Blewitt; Mrs. Charles Garvin. Three main
arguments:
1 loss of city taxes
2 re-location of the people
3 federal intervention
Rev. Taylor: "We live there because it's the best we can do in our condition."
11 Says citizens are hard working and law abiding. Aaron Overfelt said area wasn't blighted or a slum. Implied that WKU had no plans for it. Said WKU doesn't use
land it now has "except to keep a bull in."
Ward Sumpter Interview [12/15/1976] - Jonesville - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/890
Area on Russellville Pike where Negroes lived was called Jonesville. 2 churches remained there for a long time. Later removed as WKU built in that area. "Well,
some of them didn't want to move, you couldn't balme them - they had been there for generations."
Kelly Thompson Interview, 10/20/1977 - Jonesville - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/893
Carlton Jackson: I wanted to begin, if you don't mind, with some conversation maybe about Jonesville. There was some controversy surrounding the community
back, I think - when was it? - the mid-60s when the community was pretty well destroyed and the sports arena and so on were put up. Would you care to comment
on what were some of the criticisms, if there were any, indeed? You know, again, I'm perhaps giving vent merely to campus rumors of the time.
Kelly Thompson: Yes, well, it was in the early '60s and I don't recall anything that would be classified as controversy. There was some misunderstandings on
individuals' parts, but probably nothing has ever worked out more satisfactorily than the huge problem of the acquisition of the Jonesville land and the aiding and
bringing into being of the necessary modern, up-dated housing for displaced persons. I accidentally heard about the urban renewal program in a conversation out
at [blank]'s Drive-in early one morning drinking coffee. And I investigated it and found out that it would be possible, if a lot of specifications and requirements were
met, to bring some public housing into Bowling Green, if there was a need to acquire land necessary for other purposes. So we embarked upon this project. I had a
meeting over in what is now the Faculty House; it was then the Cedar House. Had the mayor and the county judge and other officials from Bowling Green up for a
small luncheon and introduced the idea - there were about 15 in the meeting, I would say - of our setting out on attempt to acquire the land on which Jonesville was
operated, and to get the city to start on a project looking into home replacement for the people who lived in Jonesville. You can understand that this took quite a
period of time, but we had the cooperation of the city officials. And, step-by-step, with Bob Coleman, a very distinguished attorney, working with me - and a man
who had the confidence, built up the confidence over a long period of years in dealing with our neighbors in Jonesville, during the liaison work (primarily individual
talking, running down areas, and finding out for sure who owned each parcel of property) - we gradually moved forward. They had a church right in the middle of
the Jonesville area and it was a active church with a very active pastor; and he and the congregation became concerned about losing the church. There was a
feeling developed that if the parishioners left there and dispersed throughout Bowling Green that he would never have a congregation as such. This was one of the
difficulties that had to be settled. We had a small business operation right in the middle of it - in fact we had two or three, but one particularly - and, rightfully so,
didn't want to leave and that was a problem that had to be resolved. But through patience and hard work and the cooperation of the urban renewal commission
locally, which had been appointed and was functioning, and the coming of a grant to Bowling Green to start the new housing project - which, incidentally, has been
most successful in Bowling Green - gradually the project took shape. We had just about as many people in Jonesville who came to us wanting to be sure that they
could sell their property as we had who were reluctant to sell, by the time it was finished. We did not use right of eminent domain at any point. One by one, when
the rumors were dispelled that we, you know, were going to take over and the people would have no place to go - I think the factor that worked best to the solution
of the problem was every time somebody would want to sell a piece of property we'd have it appraised, and we bought it. And they were fortunate enough and we
were fortunate enough, that in each case they went somewhere else to buy, they were well satisfied with the financial swap which had occurred. And by word of
mouth this spread to others. So, in due time, with the opening up of the housing land with which you're familiar (just this side of the Bowling Green Country Club
and coming around to Richardsville Road and up to Potter Street, through there), land was dedicated down there for a church site to replace the church that was
here and the church property here was appraised. And by that time enough of his parishioners had signed up to go to that area CJ: This is the Reverend Jones. W.Y. Jones?
KT: Uh - Well, forgive me, I'm not so good this morning on remembering names and I don't want to make a mistake on that. But, anyhow, that problem resolved
itself. And there was a debate between, let's say, the individuals who were unsure that they were going to come out as well or better and those who were confident
that it would be an advantage to everybody rather than a controversy. The people who lived in Jonesville had been there for many, many years, and, actually, were
the finest neighbors that anyone could hope to have. The association of Western through the years with the people of that small community had been a wholesome
one. Many of them worked for Western. Many of them had friends here. And so it was a patient considerate move on the part of everybody. And Western did not
press. It took its time. The cooperation of the city officials was beautiful in that they moved right along with the building of new homes. And all of a sudden it fell
together and when the new church was dedicated to replace this one, the president of Western was an invited guest, sat on the stage with the dedication
dignitaries, and he and Western were praised highly for having brought about the progress within their own church. They had a beautiful new church, a larger
congregation, were better off financially, and all of that was publicly stated at the dedication ceremony. The businessman who was reluctant to give up his business
decided to do so, opened up another business a couple of blocks from the campus, operated it and did well until he retired. So everything - it was one of those
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stories that had a very happy ending.
CJ: I believe the person in question was J.R. Jones, who taught here at Western for several years.
KT: Oh, no. That's - no, no.
CJ: Is this a different person?
KT: No. That's why I was reluctant. I'm sorry I don't want to - No. Dr. Jones, who just retired last year - my next door neighbor, he was pastor of the Baptist Church
down on - just this side of the old Coca-Cola plant that's Kentucky Street, I believe.
CJ: Yes. I know where that is. I was - I thought the fella at Jonesville was named Jones as well, but I'm not sure.
KT: Incidentally, Dr. Jackson, the name of the minister is Reverend Taylor.
CJ: Reverend Taylor, yes.
KT: Yes. He had been pastor of the church there for a number of years, was a rather dynamic, forceful leader, had a very fine congregation, and you can
understand why he would be reluctant to see it dispersed. But it all turned out beautifully for the Reverend Taylor.
CJ: Where is the Reverend Taylor today?
KT: He's the one that I moved his church, intact, to the new building I was talking about.
CJ: Is he still there in the new building?
KT: Unless he's retired he is and I haven't heard lately.
WKU - Notecards - Josepsson, Bragi

1973

College Heights Herald, Friday, Jan. 26, 1973 - Josepsson 1973 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4992
3 Dr. Bragi Josepsson, associate professor of sociology is returning to native Iceland to become Commissioner of Education.
WKU - Notecards - Journal Published

1984

On Campus, 2/20/1984 - Journal Published - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8611
1st issue of Journal of Human Behavior and Learning is out. Joseph Cangemi, professor of psychology is editor. Says over 70 articles were submitted.
WKU - Notecards - Journalism Department

1973-1984

Includes cards: Journalism
Dero Downing Papers: 28 - Journalism 1973
University Publications
Memo: David B. Whitaker to Dero Downing, 2/16/1973 - (A reported had made a slighting remark about the swimming pool at Morehead State University; Dero
Downing was unhappy.) - "If Bob Adams, Debbie Dicky and I wrote or polished every story in the Herald, we could put out a better newspaper. But it wouldn't be a
student newspaper. Nor would it be a training ground for young journalists."

Journalism
Newspapers

Regents Minutes, Oct. 30, 1976 - Journalism 1976 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1976/mtgs/3/
Department of Journalism was created. David Whitaker is head of the department and Director of University Publications. Dr. Randall Capps will continue as head
of what is now the Department of Communication and Theatre.
The Fourth Estate 2:2, Dec. 17, 1976 - Journalism, Dept. 1977 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/stu_org/119
Regents approved formation of Dept. of Journalism & Dept. of Communications and Theatre (from Mass Communication) on Oct. 30, 1976. Will become effective
January 1, 1977.
Dero Downing Papers: 22 - Journalism 1978
Department of Journalism
Memo: Paul Cook to Dave Whitaker, Aug. 30, 1978 - Re: His memo of Aug. 25 asking for more funding for 1978-79. There are some additional items that need to
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be on record. Your total budget is $273,000, compared with $196,626 for 1977-78. Noteworthy when compared with other budgets across the campus. Student
salaries are $12,000 instead of the $14,850 requested - but this is an increase of $3,500 when departments were told to hold at the 1977-78 figure. Your capital
outlay of $9,802 (?) is 25% of the total for College of Arts & Humanities. Is aware Regents placed emphasis on accreditation. "It is my impression that we have
attempted to support the program in Journalism, and this should not be interpreted and cited as a lack of support and used as 'Exhibit A' if accreditation is not
received."
". . . it's high time that the files point to some positive things that have been done, such as the 40 percent increase in student salaries over last year . . . "
Suggests that we get together with James Davis and Robert Mounce to consider matter, especially request for $5,000 in capital outlays.
Bowling Green Daily News, 4/29/1979 - Journalism has received full accreditation by American Council on Education for Journalism. Got it in journalism and
photojournalism, which gives it full status. Is for 6 years and is renewable. It is the 7th school in U.S. to be accredited for photojournalism. Became department on
Jan. 1, 1977. In 1978-79, only 74 universities had accredited programs. University of Kentucky is only other one in Kentucky & it is accredited only in
news-editorial.
Memo: David Whitaker to Dero Downing, James Davis, Paul Cook, Robert Mounce, Sept. 4, 1978 - "In my zeal and determination to promote our efforts to secure
accreditation, I may have at times appeared ungrateful, unreasonable and inflexible." But we will be compared with the top journalism schools in the country, not
other departments at WKU. David Whitaker says he plans to give up administration once the decision is made.
College Heights Herald, Tuesday, May 1, 1979 - Journalism 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3462
2 Regents commended journalism department that received accreditation April 23 from the American Council on Education for Journalism. Also received it for
news-editorial and photo-journalism programs. Only 5 other photo-journalism programs in country have been accredited.
The Fourth Estate 4:3, Spring-Summer 1979 - Journalism Department 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/stu_org/130
Journalism department has received full accreditation from the American Council on Education for Journalism. University of Kentucky has the only other accredited
program in Kentucky. It is for 6 years & is renewable. Is for both news-editorial and photo-journalism.
Regents Minutes, April 28, 1979 - Journalism 1979 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1979/mtgs/2/
Announced that on April 22 the American Council on Education for Journalism had accredited the WKU Department of Journalism, specifically News-Editorial and
Photo-journalism.
Daily News, 4/29/1979 - Journalism 1979
American Council on Education for Journalism has given full accreditation to WKU's department. It became a separate department in 1977.
Regents Minutes, Nov. 13, 1982 - Journalism 1982 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/bor/1982/mtgs/3/
Some members of Journalism are concerned over the new promotion policy which appears to make it difficult for them to get promotions. Donald Zacharias said he
had met with James Davis and Ward Hellstrom to discuss this. Space is also one of Journalism's concerns. When started in 1977 the department was located in 3
buildings. In August 1981, Donald Zacharias and James Davis started discussions re: consolidation. Donald Zacharias: "When you start talking about moving
people from one unit to another, you generate a lot of discussion and, unfortunately, some misconceptions." Donald Zacharias stressed his support for a strong
department. College Heights Herald is frustrated it can't run ads for alcoholic beverages. He is willing to explore possibilities that Herald become an independent
paper.
Donald Zacharias Papers: Box 13 - Journalism 1983
Courier-Journal
Vice President James Davis to David Hawpe, Managing Editor Courier Journal, 12/7/1983 - David Hawpe had been critical of level of support for journalism at
WKU.
Davis: In his 8 years as Vice President a number of departments have been eliminated or cut back. Only 2 new departments have been added: Journalism &
Computer Science. From 1977 to 1983 the 2 departments with the higher % increase in funding have been Journalism and Accounting. Journalism will be able to
move into new expanded quarters next fall. Journalism is only department of 10 in Potter College to have had all of its recommendations for scholastic, tenure and
promotions approved.
David Hawpe to Donald Zacharias, 11/17/1983 - ". . . I have been very disturbed to hear rumblings that all is not well these days. I suspect it comes as no surprise
to your that some members of the journalism department are quite concerned about the drift --- and the level of support."
Other letters in the exchange:
Donald Zacharias to David Hawpe 4/7/1984
David Hawpe to Donald Zacharias 4/5/1984 - --- morale problem
Donald Zacharias to David Hawpe, 3/27/1984
David Hawpe to David Whitaker 3/21/1984
David Hawpe to James Davis 12/13/1983
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Also, letters Donald Zacharias and Stephen Ford, Regional editor re: coverage of WKU events.
Journalism Self-Study Report 1983 - Journalism 1983
11-2 Department was established in 1977
11-3 It emphasized creative activity and a professional approach rather than research. The Accrediting Council in 1979 said that there was not enough research
and "Academic qualifications are meager." Department is trying to strike a balance. More effort to get some PhD. faculty members.
College Heights Herald, 4/5/1984 - Journalism 1984 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5908
Renovation will begin within 2 weeks & Journalism may be able to move to Garrett & Gordon Wilson by fall. 3rd floor, Gordon Wilson: offices, advertising & public
relations classes. 2nd & 3rd floor Garrett: College Heights Herald & Talisman office.
College Heights Herald, 8/28/1984 - Journalism 1984 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/5685
Associate professor Jim Highland is acting head of the department. Three candidates were either rejected by the University or declined the position. Will do another
search. David Whitaker resigned in March, is still director of university publications.
WKU - Notecards - Journals of the Senate

1912-1916

Journals of the Senate
Henry Cherry's Reports - See others
1912, I, 36-41
1916, I, 40-41
WKU - Notecards - Junior Class

1919

Normal Heights, Aug. 1919 - Junior Class 1919 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/4061
2 Junior class, under direction of Prof. W.J. Craig, assumed sponsorship of Pisgah rural school in Warren County. Class picked strawberries & added over $100 to
the salary of the teacher. Students & faculty will visit the school frequently & will help hold a school fair & rural conference there in the fall.

Rural schools

WKU - Notecards - Junior Prom

1935

College Heights Herald, May 10, 1935 - Junior Prom 1935 - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/3739
1 Evening of May 24 at 8:45 p.m. the 1st Junior Prom at Western will be held. Seniors will be guests. Juniors & seniors may bring dates from other classes, but
their names must be submitted to social committee before May 10. Entertainment for those who do not care to dance. Westerners will play 8:45-11:45. Will
introduction a "program dance" that is new to this area. Will be a program of 20 sets, each set to have 2 numbers.

Dance parties

WKU - Notecards - Junior Scholars Program

1970-1981

Dero Downing Papers: 19 - Junior Scholars Program
High School Junior Scholars Program
Memo: Raymond Cravens to Dero Downing, March 16, 1970 - Recommends that WKU start this program. Would allow top high school juniors to take college level
work before senior year.
Memo: Dero Downing to Raymond Cravens, April 16, 1970 - Gives formal approval. Dr. Sutton is to proceed with it.
(Seem to have started in summer 1972). The 1972 budget for 15 students was $2700 + possible $500. 2 classes + lectures, discussions(?), field trips. Saw 4 plays.
Memo: Dero Downing to Dr. Paul Corts, Oct. 18, 1972 - Authorizes 30 for 1973 summer. OK on proposed campus meeting on Nov. 11. By 1974 50+ students.
Western Alumnus, 51:5, Fall 1979 - Junior Scholars - https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/dlsc_ua_records/8863
4 Junior Scholar program has existed since 1972. Held each summer for high school students who will be entering senior year. This year (1979) there are 38.
Student are usually in top 10-15% of their classes & have average of 3.5 or higher. Personal interviews, personal essays are also considered. About ½ can be
accepted.
5 Regular classes + 1 ½ hour Honors Colloquium.
Daily News, 7/3/1981 - Junior Scholars 1981
About 40 high school students will arrive on campus Sunday for 5 weeks of study to acquaint them with college life. They receive tuition & dorm scholarship.
Program started 1972 with 12 students. Student must be in top 15% in grades & test scores.
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WKU - Notecards - Junior Status

1917

Normal Executive Council, May 22, 1926 - Junior Status 1917
6 Says that the normal schools were recognized as junior colleges in 1917. Life Certificates issued before then will be evaluated hour by hour for appropriate
college credit.
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